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Strong arguments are make in the literature tha t schools function in society 
as both a means of controlling the replication of culture and as a mechanism 
for improving society. An extensive literature also supports the idea that 
children who attend smedler schools have better educational outcomes than 
those who attend larger schools. In Missoula, Montana, in 1999, the Count 
Schools Administration proposed to close three small neighborhood schools 
and bus the affected students to larger attendance centers, due to what they 
portrayed as a financial crisis brought on by declining enrollment. Many 
people, from various sectors of the community, spoke at School Board meetings 
in opposition to closing these schools. Despite this public outcry, the majority 
of the School Board voted to follow the Administration’s recommendations, 
and the schools were closed.
In this thesis I examined this series of events in the hope of discovering why 
the School Board failed to heed the wishes of the public. I used observations of 
the School Board meetings, interviews, and archival documents as data, and 
analyzed these data using social theory, especially the metaphor analysis 
methods of Lakoff and Johnson (1980) and the ideas of Agger (1998) and Lutz 
(1990).
I found that during the Board meetings in which school closure was discussed 
a dynamic ensued in which the discussion became gendered with the Board 
adopting a rational, masculine role and the public adopting a more emotional, 
feminine role. This led to a power relationship in which it was easier for the 
Board to devalue the arguments of the public. I also found that the Board 
seemed to subscribe to an idea of progress different from that of the public.
I chose one Board meeting to analyze in detail as an illustration of these 
conclusions. Although gendering of the discussion and differing views of 
progress are informative, they do not completely explain the Board’s failure to 
heed the public, and I argue that other power relationships, such as class and 
its attendant voicelessness should be explored in further research.
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Introduction
A school is built of wood, brick and cement, of bathrooms, tüe and 
tables. I t is also buüt of ideas, metaphors and meanings. A school has rooms 
with desks, paper and pencils. It also has teachers and students, parents 
and adm inistrators. It has a setting, a community, a way of life. A school is 
buü t of many things by many people and processes.
At first, the physical construction requires m aterials, tools, trucks and 
workers. Later, when transforming budding into “School”, it requires ideas, 
plans, vision and meaning. Conversely, what does it mean when a school 
closes, or in Missoula's case, several of them? And how does the conflict over 
the loss of School construct its meaning as schools are transformed, 
consolidated or eliminated by pubhc administrators?
School is the place in which culture is reproduced (Ogburn and 
Nimkoff 1951, Reinhardt 1960). It is a place where access to opportunity and 
employment begins (Woolard 1985); a place where chüdren spend many of 
the waking hours of their formative years. The study of School has been 
approached in diverse ways throughout the literatures of many discipfines. 
Foucault (1990) argues tha t School is a part of the mechanism of surveillance 
and control with which the dominant culture trains its subjects. Woolard 
(1985), working with Bourdieu's theories, says th a t as a cultural institution, 
"the school" reproduces inequality and controls access to the labor market.
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While these criticisms of School are valid, and their argum ents strong, school 
is an im portant part of community for reasons other than "disciphne" and 
"control".
School, with a capital "S", is defined in term s of education by 
Durkheim  (1956) as the influence exercised by adult generations on those 
th a t are not yet ready for social life. According to Durkheim (1956) its object 
is to arouse and to develop in the child a certain number of physical, 
intellectual and moral states which are demanded of him by both the pohtical 
society as a whole and the special mflieu for which he is specifically destined.
P ut in another way, education, or School, is an institution and method 
of child development. It differs from school, using a lower case "s", because it 
defines universal characteristics of the institution. Missoula’s neighborhood 
schools, Emma Dickinson, Lowell, Frankhn, Paxson, Prescott, Roosevelt, 
Lewis and Clark, Chief Charlo, Russell and Cold Springs, share the 
universal characteristics described by Durkheim, but "lower case" school is 
personal, individuafized and named. It is not seen in terms of its 
universality but in terms of its personal connection to community.
HistoricaUy, School, as a part of the general American community, 
functioned to reproduce culture, and in the hands of visionaries, the cultural 
reproduction could be improved (Rudy 1965). Beginning a t the end of the 
nineteenth century with the kindergarten movement, mothers' clubs, the 
formation of the PTA and scientific studies of children's behavior (Rudy
1965), school became a setting for social pioneering (Peetergil 1930). School 
functioned as a setting in which an ideal child could be molded into an ideal 
citizen.
The movement to study and improve cultural reproduction did not 
rem ain confined to school itself, but spread beyond its boundaries into the 
home (Peetergil 1930, Rudy 1965). In the home it took the form of parenting 
studies of "the well adjusted child" and calls from the national PTA to re­
create parenting into "new forms" which expressed the ideals of society, 
"democracy, abundance and joy", to be precise (Peetergil 1930 p.l).
School Closure
The influence of these earher ideals and social pioneers rem ains intact 
today. Schools continue to exceed their boundaries of brick and fence and 
reach into the larger community. But School, in Missoula's School District 
One, is in a state of flux. Debate exists over the future of Missoula's schools 
and their funding. In 1998/1999 the administration put forth a budget which 
called for closing three of Missoula's elementary schools in the 1999/2000 
school year. The pubhc stated, in the context of School Board meetings, tha t 
th is would h u rt Missoula's children and create a negative impact on the 
affected communities.
The Board and Administration presented documentation of w hat some 
of its  members considered a financial crisis caused by the reduction in
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enrollm ent of approximately 800 K-5 students. Without school closure or 
significant program reductions the Budget of Missoula Public School district 
One was projected to have a bottom line ranging from $176,041 in debt to 
$636,166 surplus depending on the amount of increase in state funding. In 
addition, the Board and Administration felt tha t it was imperative to 
“reinvest” approximately $900,000, by which they m eant use th a t money to 
pay for a set of additional prioritized needs. This produced a situation in 
which the Board and Administration portrayed itself as deeply in debt, even 
though the most probable level of state funding would have produced a 
budget surplus. Appendix 1 contains the documents referred to by the Board 
and Administration, which were provided to people who attended Board 
Meetings in which school closure was discussed.
This conflict is the topic of my thesis. I examined the language and 
m etaphors used by both the administration and the School Board as weU as 
the public to determine the currents of meaning within the discussion. 
Through this process of examination, I hoped to find the underlying reasons 
behind the decision to close schools, beyond budgetary, and w hat it is 
precisely th a t the public opposed. In other words, what does School mean to 
the Missoula community? Why are schools being closed? W hat does the 
conflict tell us about Missoula itself?
M ethods and V oice
Nothing is stranger than this business of hum ans observing 
hum ans in order to write about them.
Ruth Behar 1996
My research consisted of an examination of the conflict between the 
School Board and the pubhc related to the closure of three Missoula schools, 
Roosevelt, Prescott and Emma Dickinson in Missoula County's School 
District One. I focused primarily on Dickinson, because most of the dialogue 
at the la ter Board meetings focused on this school,
Little is written on school closure in the hterature. W hat there is 
outhnes sim ilar confhcts to the one experienced by Missoula’s School District 
One. School Districts in many places have been dealt serious budget cuts 
and have made decisions to close schools in the midst of hot community 
protest (see Lacayo 1993 and H unter 1998 for examples from Canada and 
Michigan), Yet even as communities face the loss of schools, educational 
journals highhght the benefits of small, community schools. In New York 
"boutique" schools (schools of 100-600 students) are being developed in 
response to the failing mega-schools attended by thousands of students 
(Donohue 1995). It has even been argued th a t smaller schools are more 
efficient and less costly to run than larger, consohdated schools (Sergiovanni 
1995).
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So why, if the evidence suggests th a t the value and efficiency of 
sm aller schools benefits children and communities, did M issoula’s School 
D istrict One pursue a model of large, consolidated schools outside the 
students' community, which has proven ineffective (Wynne and Walberg 
1995)? Why has the conflict over school closure continued and why are both 
sides wedded to rigid viewpoints in which the children bear the brunt of the 
damage (Carnes 1995)?
My procedure in analyzing these topics was logical yet non-linear. My 
research consisted of three distinct yet concurrent and intertw ined data 
collection phases, and an analysis phase. In phase one 1 immersed myself in 
the culture and social relationships of a neighborhood school so as to directly 
experience the relationship between the school and community. This 
immersion was accomplished easily and naturally as my daughter attends 
Franklin  and I am an active parent in the school community. As Jan e t Finn 
(1998) found herself deeply connected to the subjects of her study in her work 
on the relationship between Butte, MT and Chuquicamata, Chile, I am also 
deeply connected to the subjects in my study. This work was anything but 
objective for me and I often found myself feehng the same anger and crying 
the same tears as the people I sought to observe.
Phase two consisted of attending four, four-to-five hour Board 
meetings, in which public comment was given and notes taken for later 
analysis.
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During phase three I gathered data in a series of interviews and 
explored several people’s knowledge of school closures and schools’ 
relationships to community. The individuals I interviewed included Franklin 
School's secretary, a coordinator of the Evenstart preschool program also 
located in Franklin school, the Franklin Family Resource Center’s Family 
Specialists and a former School Board Trustee who sat on the Board during 
four previous school closures. I selected these individuals because of their 
history and experience with school closure and their roles in tying School to 
the surrounding community. I chose not to interview members of the current 
School Board because I wanted to examine the ritual of the School Board 
meetings from some distance. I also wanted a device to help me distance 
myself from the meetings in order to more effectively write about them.
And finally, during my analysis, I used processes of metaphor analysis 
as developed by Lakoff and Johnson (1980) and theories developed by many 
social theorists, especially Agger (1998) and Lutz (1990). Throughout this 
process, I was informed by and grounded in context by the insights gained 
during the three phases of data collection.
I hypothesize tha t at least part of the cause of the conflict between the 
Board and the public, and the eventual closure of the three schools lay in 
ideas and attitudes tha t would be revealed in metaphors and language used 
by the respective sides. In particular, I hypothesized th a t the debate had 
become gendered, with the School Board adopting a mascuhnized stance,
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thus forcing the pubhc into a feminized stance. If this was indeed the case, 
then the power relationship imphed by these gendered roles may have made 
it  easier to devalue the data and arguments presented by the pubhc.
In the presentation of my data and the writing of my thesis, I took a 
creative approach in th a t I experimented with voice and a t times used the 
personal and fairly dominant first person present tense voice to set my data 
in time and space. I think that voice is arguably the most im portant 
component in any writing. Voice transm its the story of w hat we teU either 
effectively or miserably to the reader. In my experience, selecting the right 
voice is the most difficult part of beginning a work. I found th a t in my first 
attem pt to write this thesis, my voice was overwhelming, I forgot tha t I am 
not the poem (Goldberg 1986).
However, I stiU wanted to m aintain my commitment to a creative 
approach to the writing. I had to find a compromise between creative prose 
and the voice of the people I was trying to convey and analyze. In looking for 
this compromise, I selected two ethnographers as my mentors in this process. 
Sm adar Lavie and M arguerite Guzman Bouvard wiite in a way both creative 
and interesting, but their personal voice does not overwhelm the point of 
their work--the people with whom they are working.
Sm adar Lavie (1990), in The Poetics of Military Occupatioriy worked 
with a group of Bedouin in an area occupied by Israehs. She wrote her 
research in term s of allegory, and analyzed her data in those same terms.
Perhaps most significant was the m anner in which she referred to herself 
w ithin the work. It was variable according to the role she was playing at the 
moment. She, as anthropologist, referred to herself in th a t distanced term 
(1990: 141). But as she engaged in conversation she became, "Smadar" again 
(ibid: 199). This was an interesting and effective way to portray her unique 
situation as an anthropologist both included within and distanced from the 
social group with whom she was hving. "Anthropologist" then became the 
allegorical role she played while "Smadar" was just who she is.
In Revolutionizing Motherhood y M arguerite Guzman Bouvard (1995) 
also took a creative approach to her work. Her study was based in Argentina 
and she worked closely with women whose children were "disappeared" by 
the violent m ilitary dictatorship. It is a story about women who transformed 
the traditional metaphors and symbols of motherhood into pohtical resistance 
of the government. Bouvard was careful to let the mothers* voices reign 
dominant but it was also a very deep and emotional and physical account.
The mechanism for Bouvard’s personal voice showed itself in the form of 
poetry. The chapters were headed by poems which brought me to tears. This 
is where the author transm itted to the reader her feehngs. But segregated as 
they were from the chapters themselves, they did not obscure the voice of the 
work.
Following, or trying to follow, the example of these authors led me to 
find a balance between creativity and anthropology. I decided to keep my
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thesis to a fairly standard format. However, I experimented with voice in the 
presentation of my main example. I decided to use the very strong, first 
person present tense in tha t section to weave my story. This was risky in 
th a t I could easily have crossed the line and stomped out the voices of those I 
was trying to let be heard. But I found it to be a successful mode in which to 
embed the reader in my data.
If my job as an anthropologist and writer is to convey a story, a 
problem, understanding and meaning, then it behooves me to do more than a 
journalist in conveying the facts. It is im portant to tell the fullest possible 
tru th  of things so tha t the reader is transformed into the space of my 
observations and, hopefully, gains some new insights. It is perhaps similar 
to constructing fiction without being fictional in tha t the story is compelling 
bu t grounded in  observation and theory and also inadequate to the fullness 
of its  object, and colored by the author’s interests, (Ortner 1991).
That ethnography is always inadequate and tainted by biases is not a 
problem upon which I dwell. I befieve that it would be impossible to tell all, 
to relate everything, from all perspectives and voices. Nor would 1 want to 
read an ethnography which attem pted to do so. Multiple perspectives and 
writings work Hke a web, connecting the strands and fibers of observations 
and meaning, leaving fewer holes through which understanding and insight 
can sHp.
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In the m atter of voice colored by personal interests, I wouldn't want to 
read a work in which the author's interests could not be discerned. In Lavie's 
and Bouvard's works, their interests and voices flavor the data, but this adds 
a richness to the text and conveys to me their genuine care for the subject.
As a reader I don't w ant to be distanced from the work being presented to me, 
I w ant to be drawn into it.
I suppose tha t is the characteristic which makes the writing of cultural 
anthropology unique amongst its relatives; we have the freedom to use 
m etaphor and allegory, to create depth in our story if it effectively conveys 
the tru th  of experience. It is difficult to grasp what a ritual or experience 
feels like using only distance and objectivity (though those are also im portant 
tools of the observer and the process of data collection, but for the purposes of 
this discussion, I will stick to writing and leave those to be assumed).
H um an experience is not distanced and objective. It is real. It is lived. It is 
empathetic. It is not essentialized, but complex, mutable, and creative. Thus 
the writing of hum an experience, my writing of hum an experience, will 
attem pt, in  some degree, to mirror those characteristics
Background To School Closure
In 1976, a woman for whom I give the pseudonym, “Sue”, ran  for 
School Board. The impetus for her decision to run was the imminent closure 
of an old school, Lowell, on Missoula’s North side. Two other people ran for 
School Board at th a t time and together they successfully unseated three 
incum bent trustees. The issue on which they ran was school closure. Once 
seated on the Board, they reversed the decision to close the school. It 
rem ains open today.
1 asked Sue why she had felt it was a bad idea to close Lowell, and she 
said th a t the area was very low income and the kids needed the security of a 
neighborhood school. At tha t time money was not an issue. They had the 
funds to keep it open but the administration wanted the funds saved from 
Lowell’s closure to restructure Missoula’s school system, creating middle 
schools, which at th a t time did not exist, and create expensive programs for 
the new schools. Sue and the majority of Missoula voters thought it was a 
bad idea and soon after the election, the superintendent of schools left the 
district.
After the Lowell controversy, four elementary schools in Missoula were 
closed. Sue voted to close them all. Each one had  a different reason. Some 
were not contested at all, some were contested hotly.
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In 1977 Lincoln school was closed. It was a small elementary school 
th a t housed only first and second grades. It had no staff and no principal. 
The only adults at the school were two teachers. The Board decided to close 
it and consolidate it with Prescott Elementary School. The Board closed it for 
reasons of safety and the children remained in their neighborhood, as both 
Prescott and Lincoln are located in the Rattlesnake, an affluent 
neighborhood on the Northeast side of town.
Central school was closed in 1985 due to the small num ber of students 
attending from its area, five students in all. The rest were bussed into town 
from E ast Missoula. It made sense at the time to locate the school where the 
children lived. However, the superintendent at the time, warned against 
building a new school in the East part of town. He was worried th a t there 
would not be a large enough student population to keep it filled. His worries 
were realized. The new school, MT Jumbo in East Missoula, now 
accommodates children from in-town, the bulk being bussed in from the 
R attlesnake area.
W hittier school, on the North side of town was closed in 1985. Its 
closest neighboring school was Lowell. Both are located in a low income area 
and when W hittier was to be closed, there was a great deal of protest. Sue 
said this was the first time the issue of class was brought up. She also said 
th a t the parents of the W hittier children were angry because they would lose 
their neighborhood school and tha t it was being closed because it  was located
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in a low income area. However, she said tha t the reason the school was 
closed was because of the design. The school was designed with three floors 
bu t had  no adequate way to get children out in case of a fire or other 
emergency. W illard school closed at this time, for the same reason, but was 
tu rned  into an adult education center and the playground was maintained. 
The old W hittier building now houses the Head S tart program, a preschool 
program for at risk kids.
Paxson school, in the affluent university area, was also poorly 
designed. The School Board, including Sue, decided to tear it down and 
completely rebuild it into a modern, larger school. It stands now, in 1999, 
beautifully re-built but filled only to two thirds of its capacity. At the time it 
was re-built, the student population had already begun to decline, according 
to the adm inistration.
In the last ten years, there has been a decline of over 800 children in 
the elementary schools (District Enrollment Projections, 1990-1998, as 
charted in the 1999/2000 budget). However during this period of decline both 
Paxson and Chief Charlo schools were built. Chief Charlo is located in the 
South Hills, a wealthy suburb of Missoula built on the side of Dean Stone 
M ountain. Thus the conflict over schools is heightened as affluent, suburban 
sections of town are pitted against lower income, central sections for 
resources. This is evident if one looks at the geography of school closure (see
15
Figure 1). Which schools will close, which will be enriched? How are choices 
like these made?
In Missoula, historically and currently, the schools which are targeted 
for closure come from the urban core of the city (see Figure 1). They include, 
Roosevelt, Prescott and Dickinson. The trend has been to bus the children 
out of their home neighborhoods to schools much farther away. Thus, the 
conflict has become quickly polarized with older, inner city neighborhoods 
and their schools on the one side and newer, suburban neighborhoods and 
their schools on the other.
Lewis Coser says that conflict, in some situations, may help to 
estabhsh unity or to re-estabhsh unity and cohesion [within a group],(1956). 
This conflict is only positive if it does not “contradict the basic assumptions 
upon which [a] relationship is founded," (p.307). Within the conflict over 
school closure, the relationship in the community which is primarily involved 
is loosely grouped in one basic division: School Board/administration vs. the 
pubhc. The basic assumption upon which the relationship of these bodies is 
formed is School, its purpose and meaning, and its possible loss.
There seems to be an impHcit agreement tha t everyone w ants to do 
w hat's right. As Sue says, "The only right decision is the one that's  best for 
Missoula's children." But what is best? What is a neighborhood school to its 
neighborhood? Herein hes the conflict. Basic assumptions about the
16
m eaning of "best" and "school", such as the value of programs vs. the 
importance of location, are either confirmed or challenged by the discourse.
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R esults
In this section I present the main results of my data collection and 
analysis. The results are concentrated in two areas, the nature of Franklin 
School as a community-involved neighborhood school in an impoverished 
areas, and the results of my analysis of the metaphors and language used by 
the School Board.
F ra n k lin  a n d  C om m unity
The value of the closed schools to their communities can be illustrated 
by examining a very similar school, Franklin Elementary. I chose Franklin 
because it's the school which my daughter attends and it's the school with 
which I'm most familiar.
Franklin Elementary School is especially similar to Emma Dickinson 
Elem entary School because both reach (or reached in the case of Dickinson) 
into the community by providing a place where many extracurricular and 
community activities are held. The extracurricular activities are designed to 
involve both children who attend the school and their parents. Both schools 
have Flagship programs, both have a Family Resource Center, both are 
situated  within a neighborhood and available for community activities which 
do not directly relate to the school, and both are located in less affluent areas.
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The types of community activities th a t are held at Franklin 
E lem entary include: Campfire program, Neighborhood Council meetings, 
in tram ural basketball (YMCA, Youth Homes, and Kiwanis teams), vision 
screening, elections, adult education and Hteracy progiams, Girl Scouts, 
parent-teacher conferences, concerts, plays, various family activity nights 
(carnival, math, games, etc.), the Hands program (assisting children in 
developing motor skills), and a variety of craft programs. Custodians’ 
monthly logs of activities or facihties schedules are available for all months 
of 1999 except August (in which the school is virtually shut down). I have 
included the months of January and February for 1999 in Appendix 2,
F rankhn school has a rich documentation of its history preserved 
w ithin itself. On its walls are photographs dating back to 1950 (the school 
itself opened in 1916). In the photos are the faces of Franldin 's young 
athletes and in many of them the backgiound consists of the surrounding 
neighborhood. These photos demonstrate the first visible ties to the greater 
neighborhood. In them, behind the students, are houses which I can still 
locate on the surrounding streets. Some things have changed, trees have 
gone, new ones grown. But the neighborhood and its contours contain 
Franklin  within it, historically and presently.
For the w ritten documentation of Franldin 's community ties, I m ust go 
to the basement. Franklin is an unusual school, as its principal explained to 
me in one of our many visits, "We've kept our history here." In the basement.
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I discover th is is true. Franklin has a collection of PTA scrapbooks which 
date back to 1920. In them there are hsts of PTA officers through the years, 
descriptions and menus from luncheons, pictures of kids' clubs and teams, 
scripts from skits and many other goofy and touching bits of memorabiha. 
There are also old newspaper chppings and hsts of accompHshments of the 
early PTA.
The PTA of F rankhn elementary was formed in the 1920's and was 
active in  building the community around the school. It was instrum ental, 
according to its own records, in the instaUation of cinder walks around the 
school as weU as the planting of trees, the placing of street hghts and the 
securing of the land for Frankhn Park, one of the oldest city parks in 
Missoula. The Frankhn PTA raised money and purchased mük for 
undernourished children and petitioned the city government for access to 
vaccines for rocky mountain spotted fever, a disease which claimed the hves 
of children each summer prior to effective cures.
The history of Frankhn school, its depth and commitment to 
community, was very moving. The scrapbooks unfolded moments in time 
which reahy only scratched the surface of Franldin’s history and 
development in its neighborhood. ' Sitting in the basement, it was easy to get 
lost in nostalgia and succumb to melancholy of times and events in which I 
sense a sohdarity of purpose tha t I sometimes find elusive in the present.
But in the basement, I was also acutely aware of Franldin 's present. As I sat
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under the pipes and ducts, floors and walls, the school rang with children's 
voices and footsteps. Franklin, in all its rich history, is very much a school of 
the present.
F ranklin  is proud of its community history, as the principal told me 
many times, and the school continues its tradition of community involvement 
currently. Frankhn has many programs which are designed to be inclusive of 
parents and community. Its family Hteracy program, Evenstart, reaches out 
to famihes with children of preschool age which are considered a t risk for 
issues of Hteracy. In an interview with a teacher in the program, she told me 
the foUowing:
“The Evenstart progiam is designed to help children encounter 
a learning environment with encouragement and stimuH which 
will prepare them for school. (Personal communication)”
For the parents the program is structured around Hteracy, GED 
studies, job skiHs training and parenting. If a parent cannot, for a variety of 
reasons, come to the school to participate in the program, the program goes to 
them. This program's setting within the community is essential in tha t it 
gives parents a place to come, close to home, to begin the sometimes difficult 
process of personal growth. If it were detached from the school, dislocated 
from the community, the program, according to its designers and 
adm inistrators, would not be as successful. In fact, its director says th a t the 
program simply could not exist without a setting in its cHents' community.
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It is true as Bourdieu (1990) and Foucault (1990) say, tha t School is an 
institu tion for reproducing culture, relationships of iniquity and a docile 
work force. But those features of School don't obviate its importance to 
community. As a participant in this community, 1 want my culture 
reproduced, and as Rudy (1965) points out, communities want culture 
reproduced in an ideal way, to its best possible end-1 myself, as a parent, 
tend to see School both as a disciplining institution bent on conformity but 
also for its possibilities of fostering the growth of children which will have a 
positive influence on society. The range of movement, of possible and 
impossible (Bourdieu 1990), within the ideas which shape School is either 
intensely creative or conversely oppressive. This dichotomy is also played out 
in  the conflict over school closure, a conflict which focuses on the creative 
m anipulations of the language of the public, or the dry, numbers-driven 
language of the Board when the Board speaks or the oppressive silence it 
exudes in non-response to public comments (the very silence of the Board 
implies a position of power in tha t they are the ones who do not have to 
speak while the public is compelled to do so. Bourdieu 1990). In the next 
section 1 will explore this conflict further.
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S choo l B o ard  M eetings
The setting for collection of metaphor and language data concerning 
the conflict over schools was School Board meetings. I attended four of these 
meetings between January  26th and March 9th of 1999. At these meetings 
the Board of Trustees, who are elected officials, set the policy and budget for 
School District One, Missoula County's largest school district (3517 K-5 
students in 1999). The Board proposed to either fund or to cut programs, to 
close or build schools. At these meetings the pubhc (public defined as those 
people who attended the meetings and who in addition chose to speak) was 
also allowed to voice opinion on issues and to protest or to support School 
Board decisions. At first glance a dialogue between pubhc speakers and 
School Board trustees seemed possible. However, this was rarely the case.
At the School Board meetings, the pubhc tended to speak one 
individual after another. The School Board acknowledged the speaker then 
moved directly to the next one with httle or no productive exchange of ideas. 
This made the conflict over school closure fairly bitter, as the pubhc 
expressed frustration over feehng disregarded, while the School Board 
expressed frustration over feehng disrespected and misunderstood. Rarely 
was a synthesis of ideas present and h ttle  unity was apparent.
The space and context of the meetings themselves was very ordered. 
There was, as one would expect, an agenda, a mode of conduct (Robert’s 
Rules of Order prevail), and a designated structure through which pubhc
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comment can be recognized and recorded. The geography of the meetings 
was such th a t Board and public faced each other. The members of the Board 
were arranged in a semicircle, while the public was arranged in rows or on 
bleachers depending upon the location of the meeting. At the appropriate 
time, the chair of the School Board struck his gavel upon the table and called 
the meeting to order, at which point people in the room were silenced and the 
meeting began.
At School Board meetings there was always a time allotted for public 
comment. At the meetings in which the Board discussed the budget and 
school closure, the public comment section was scheduled so tha t it directly 
followed Board presentations of finances and proposals. The time allotted to 
public comment was typically one hour, as printed in the agenda. However, 
public comment sessions tended to last upwards of two or three hours when 
the topic was school closure.
The School Board tended to speak in rational terms and presented 
rational choices (Agger 1998). Numbers, charts, and statistics made up the 
bulk of the presentations on budget, stressing the need for school closure to 
bridge budgetary gaps. Rational choice, in the adm inistrative context, m eant 
th a t there was no other reasonable choice but to close schools. Choosing to 
keep schools open was conversely irrational and selfish in th a t students 
would suffer the loss of programs and would remain in larger classes. 
However, choices presented in this rational m anner "ignore the vast
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differences in  resources and opportunities with which people enter into their 
supposedly rational calculations," (Agger 1998: 28). The adm inistration 
calculated rationally the need to close schools while the public calculated, 
based on their different perspective and anticipated loss of resources, that 
there was a need to keep these schools open.
At first glance, an observer might judge these meetings on their 
surface attributes. They were fairly well ordered, everyone had a chance to 
speak, the Board waited silently as each speaker took her/his tu rn  at the 
microphone. But upon repeated observation of these meetings, an interesting 
and subtle dynamic appeared. Upon further reflection of events and 
characteristics of the meetings themselves, I observed a clear element of 
gender. This gendered element manifested itself in the exchange between 
the Board and the pubhc, through the use of language and metaphor, of 
emotion and reason. The rhetoric of the meetings was gendered but the 
gendering transcended biology as many men spoke emotionally and many 
women spoke rationally.
The Trustees and administration spoke in terms which were rational 
and because of th a t they were also gendered. They used charts and 
overheads to illustrate points. Budgets were presented in ways which 
showed th a t the only possible solution to the lack of adequate state funding 
was the closure of schools. Agger suggests th a t the very rational nature of
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their positivist (the social world formulated as lawful and knowable) 
language lends itself to a gendered, mascuhne discourse.
"Language is gendered...[and] positivism is a male project tha t
reflects and reproduces male values of control and clarity."
Agger 1998: 27
The pubhc, on the other hand, did not usually enter into language that 
was gendered in the same way as tha t of the Board. Very often it was 
emotional, plaintive and frustrated. It was distinctly female (Lutz 1990), as 
it stood in opposition to the "rational", male, language of the Board. It called 
upon m etaphors of family and equated School to heart, tying it to the 
emotional bonds of home and community. Lutz (1990) points out th a t when 
the language is emotional then the discourse is considered feminine.
As this dynamic was played out in the context of School Board 
meetings, I observed th a t it actually seemed to contribute to the lack of 
dialogue between the parties involved -- the Board and the pubhc. The 
Board, the chair specifically, asked that the pubhc remain in control of 
themselves (their emotions) while the pubhc tried to engage the Board on an 
emotional level. As a result an impasse was formed, placing control on the 
one side and emotion on the other, with an uncommunicative chasm in 
between.
Many metaphors came embedded within this gendered discussion. 
M etaphor was used on both sides of the chasm, but to different ends. On the 
pubhc side of the conflict, metaphor was used to call the Board to
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"understand and experience one kind of thing in term s of another," (Lakoff 
and Johnson 1980: 5).
Lakoff and Johnson argue th a t "metaphor is pervasive in everyday hie, 
not ju st in language but in thought and action," (p.3). Thus the m anner in 
which m etaphor was used in terms of School and school closure constructs 
School quite hterally. The pubhc called School "heart", "family", "home", it 
was understood in these terms and thus it inhabited these meanings 
hterally.
Using these evocative metaphors, in addition to constructing School, 
may also have been a contrived attem pt to draw the Board into the emotion 
of the pubhc, effectively baiting them into engaging into a dialogue about 
School and its importance to community beyond budget and class size. 
M etaphor was thus the hteral meaning of School and a tool used to illustrate 
to the Board th a t very h teral meaning.
The Board of Trustees and administration had their own sets of 
m etaphors which were used to m aintain a sense of control and to develop 
complacency in  the pubhc regarding the Board’s decision to close elementary 
schools. The Board used phrases such as, "We've done everything in our 
power to prevent this from happening," where "in our power" suggests a kind 
of container, power being the wahs and possible decisions the contents. The 
Board saw themselves as having done everything in the container of power to 
prevent school closure. This imphed tha t the Board had not stepped beyond
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the container, which is precisely what the pubhc's emotional metaphors of 
personification, of School as heart, of School as home, were attem pting to 
cause them  to do.
Data and A nalysis
In this chapter I will illustrate the gendered nature of the debate over 
school closure using the language and events of the March 9, 1999 meeting 
as an example. 1 decided to focus on the March 9, 1999 School Board 
meeting, as 1 beheve it was the chmax of the conflict over school closure and 
provides an excellent framework in which to explore my questions. 1 have 
also chosen to discuss a few, selected exchanges and presentations in order to 
make my point concisely.
T he M eetings: I t  W as a  D ark  an d  S to rm y  N ight, M arch  9, 1999.
It is raining tonight. It is the first rain of the year tha t 1 can smell.
The ground is thawing, trees are beginning to grow, the air smells fike thick, 
wet clouds, even a h ttle  ozone which usually only comes with thunder. The 
w eather is anxious, on the edge of spring. The small, school adm inistration 
building on South Avenue rests fike a brick in the grass, gradually fiUing 
with people anxious to fisten to the School Board, and to comment, at this 
last in a series of meetings on school closure. The vote will be taken tonight, 
which school will they close? Emma Dickinson or Hawthorne? Roosevelt has 
already been closed.
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As my husband and I enter the building, we are immediately lost. The 
building is small and there is no apparent meeting room. But we see others 
walking down a long corridor, so we follow and see at the end a room of 
moderate size, large enough to accommodate a couple hundred, tightly 
packed people. We are some of the first to arrive and choose seats in the 
front row, directly behind where the public microphone is stationed. I see 
th a t MCAT, Missoula's community access television station, is already here, 
anticipating a large crowd and smartly reserving a good vantage point.
I w ant to ask the people from MCAT if I can view archival footage of 
the previous meetings. A candidate running for School Board has asked me 
to look into this, so I find one of the camera operators and ask her how to 
view the tapings. When 1 ask her, I am told tha t they only have the last five 
or so meetings and tha t the tapes are four to five hours long each. She says 1 
can sit in the studio and watch them or they can dub them for ten dollars per 
hour. She also tells me tha t the PTA has hired her to tape the meetings in 
order to document the process of school closure.
I find my seat again. The room is filling up quickly. On the meeting’s 
agenda, the issue of school closure is late on the list, preceded by honors’ 
student awards, a talk on new special education technology and a 
presentation by Beach Transportation on the safety of busses and bus routes. 
The Board trustees are milling about, talking with one another. “V”, School 
D istrict One's Superintendent, is wearing a purple suit. She walks past me
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and taps my shoulder, "Willard." She says and I feel confused. Then I 
remember I told her at the last meeting tha t I worked as a tu tor at Willard 
Adult Learning Center, a program housed in a former K-5 school, closed in 
1991. "Yes," I say and she walks past. I lean to my husband and say, "That 
was a political tap." He laughs. The Chair of the Board hammers his gavel 
on the table to call the meeting to order.
The first two hours of the meeting are consumed by awards ceremonies 
and reports on issues other than school closure. (It has been my experience 
th a t votes of school closure are pushed to the latest possible moment, as if 
they are strategically placed beyond the point of fatigue.) After th a t is 
completed, the administration makes its presentation on the choices facing 
school district one if schools are not closed, IE, the loss of programs. Then a 
presentation of new bus routes is made, stressing safety of children, trying to 
alleviate parental concerns of getting to the new schools. After all the 
presentations, the pubhc comment begins.
The Conflict and Gender:
Tonight the pubhc comment begins with a woman from the Emma 
Dickinson population, one of the schools which may be destined for closure. 
She is presenting the Board with a survey which some of the parents have 
conducted. She is careful to state tha t it was neither scientific nor complete. 
And though this is the case, she is attempting to speak in a language
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recognizable to the Board. The survey consisted of one question: Would you, 
as a paren t of a fifth grader, be in favor of reincorporating the sixth grade 
back into the K-5 schools? She says tha t the "overwhelming majority of 
paren ts would be in favor of keeping the sixth grade with the K-5 schools," 
(public speaker at the March 9th Board Meeting) especially if it presented a 
way in  which to save the K-5 schools from closure.
In meetings past, a paraphrased, collective quote has been, "We want 
answers, not numbers." Now a member of the public is trying to speak in 
numbers, "in a survey of eighty percent of the fifth grade population, sixty- 
three percent..." (same speaker March 9th meeting). She has sensed the 
"rational, economics driven" language (in the February 9, 1999 meeting the 
superintendent of schools illustrated the problems of lower student 
enrollment using bar graphs and statistics) of the Board, its contrasts of costs 
and benefits (Agger 1998) in making budgetary decisions. It seems to the 
observer th a t she attem pts to appropriate the language which is native to the 
Board and its chair (an economics professor) and tries to adapt to its form.
However, the survey is only a portion of this woman's statem ent. She 
also asks th a t Emma Dickinson be allowed to remain intact until closure. As 
the proposal states, either Emma Dickinson or Hawthorne will be closed in 
the 2000/2001 school year, their enrollment for the following year will be 
capped, they will lose their full time principal. The woman asks th a t this not 
be considered. If Emma Dickinson is to be closed, she wants the school to
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rem ain intact, "with its full population and principal" (same speaker at the 
March 9th meeting) un tü  it closes. She says this will allow the students, 
parents and teachers to experience "closure" before the school is gone.
Closure in this sense meaning a time to grieve.
H er second strategy is to appeal to the empathy of the Board by asking 
them  for time to deal with the loss of their school. Her language again aligns 
with the pubhc's use of emotion to communicate with the Board. 
Unfortunately, her efforts are largely unsuccessful.
She is unsuccessful because the relationship between her and the 
Board Trustees is asymmetrical (Tannen 1990: 28). She is in a position one- 
down from their status and thus, I beheve, she is seen as a voice lacking 
legitimacy. The trustees won't hsten to her because tha t would unite them as 
equals, when in actuahty, there exists a hierarchy in which they are placed 
differently (Tannen 1990). The individuals in the one-down position of the 
hierarchy use feminized language, metaphors such as heart, home and pleas, 
"you are ripping people's hearts out" (pubhc speaker at the Jan . 26th 
meeting), and as a result, the conflict is gendered.
The mascuhne hierarchy of the meetings is imphed as a container 
m etaphor. (In fact, a later speaker at the March 9th meeting cafls the board 
to "step outside the box" but I wih ihustrate her argument later). The 
container is mapped by the wah which separates the rational from the 
irrational, the pubhc from the administration, the emotional from the
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controlling. W ithin the container is the budget and all its rational 
possibilities. In it exists the Board and the adm inistration and their 
knowledge of the world and w hat is possible, and what m ust be done with 
Missoula's schools. In the sense of Bourdieu (1994), the Board controls the 
orthodoxy, the systematized rationalization of the meetings. The public, in 
contrast, tries to push back its limits through emotional forms of resistence 
bu t rem ains unsuccessful.^
In addition the woman could never appeal to the Board on their terms, 
because more than  language usage, she is aligned with an "irrational" group. 
W hatever the words she uses, her group is still the feminine, the emotional, 
the unreasonable. Her latter foray into the language of empathy, the asking 
for time to grieve, would, I believe, only affirm her lower status. It is not 
possible for the Board to change its ears, to hsten to her, and simultaneously 
rem ain within its orthodoxy of knowledge, within their container of possible 
movement, of prepared budgets, of Umited alternatives to school closure and 
ultim ately, of progress.
 ̂ The resistance of the pubhc against the wahs of the Board’s container 
is ineffectively expressed as emotion. Though 1 wih not develop this line of 
argum ent further in this thesis, I wih mention th a t the pubhc did begin to 
strengthen their voice through pohtical resistance as the School Board 
elections came up during this process.
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The C onflict and Progress
Progress? Yes. As I write this, another thread begins to show its color 
in  the fabric. It is progress, "changes presumed to be for the better" (Almond, 
Chodorow and Pearce 1982: 1). Progress is tha t which the Board is 
ultim ately arguing for. Another look at the budget and packet of the January 
26th meeting (Appendix 1) shows tha t much of the School Board's goals is 
centered on progress. In the Missoula County Public Schools Strategic Goals 
m emoranda the language is structured in a metaphoric framework of 
progress.
Progress is the line tha t divides the School Board Trustees and the 
public. W ithin this conflict and the language and structure used at School 
Board meetings, are embedded metaphors of class and gender, but buried 
beneath it  all is progress, its definition within the context of School, and its 
assum ed beneficiaries (Almond, Chodorow,and Pearce 1977).
Progress has a variety of meanings from the overly simplistic Latin, "to 
go up", to more complex constructions which include ties to history and 
people (Agger 1998). Progress from an anthropological perspective is 
associated with social Darwinism (Gould 1990). But within the context of my 
thesis, progress, as 1 will discuss at greater length in following chapters, is 
tied to the decisions of the school administration and the School Board 
Trustees, the reasons behind their decisions and the effects on community.
The adm inistration wanted to:
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"aggressively explore alternative educational strategies; foster 
equity of educational opportunity within the district; and 
promote positive, district-wide morale, fostering a climate tha t 
promotes the growth and development of well-trained 
employees,"
(Missoula County Public Schools Board of Trustees Strategic 
P lan-1995-2000).
The m anner in which the School Board intended to meet these
standards of education was to close small urban schools, redistribute
resources equitably, and bus children from their neighborhoods to large
attendance centers (please refer to Appendix 1, which contains the 1999-2000
budget and January  26th, 1999 packet of information provided by the Board).
One Board Member, “T”, defined the meaning of "equity in education” as
evenly distributed class sizes.
The language of the administration and Board Trustees was of
progress because it was changing the old way of schooling children for a
newer, consolidated, restructured form, the standards of which were to be
met at apparently any cost to the disadvantaged public. The Board Members
in favor of school closure used motion metaphors, "moving forward with
closure" (The Missoulian April 7, 1999). One benefit of school closure in
their minds was the mixing of low income kids with high income kids, as an
way to teach children to respect diversity, sensitizing the high income kids to
those of lower social s tra ta  (as Sue said in my interview with her). Its
language reflected the terms of "social pioneering" used by President of the
national PTA in the 1930's. The effect of this kind of progress is m eant to
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better education by getting rid of low income schools and consolidating 
everyone into the afQuent suburbs, when w hat the adm inistration really 
needs to do is enrich those disadvantaged areas.
At the January  26th meeting, an item on the agenda read, 
"restructuring attendance centers". School had become "attendance center". 
Why? The term  implies tha t location is not important. The building is just 
the attendance center. The education happens aside from that. The term was 
probably used with the intention of cooling the heat of school closure by 
coming at it with revised language. Restructuring attendance centers sounds 
like restructuring a stock portfolio. It does not imply th a t there is emotion 
and complexity associated with closing schools, in fact, it does not even imply 
closure. I t simply means change. Yet in our culture change is not simple. It 
often implies changing for the better, a hnear progression, a metamorphosis 
or evolution. It often impHes progress toward something better.
But "progress is a myth" (Agger 1998). Progress tells us th a t things 
are getting better, th a t we are moving up a cultural/social ladder to a better 
end. Yet, it is a lie, it is an imposition upon the marginahzed by the powerful 
because the marginalized are not given an alternate choice. It is something 
done to them, not with them. It is a sense tha t things could and should be 
improved, m anipulated, made better.
Progress is a term of imposing change, of demanding evolution for the 
hope of something better. When I hear metaphors of progress, of unending
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improvement and change, as a subjective individual, I feel colonized by ideas 
and lim ited by their imposition. As an anthropologist, I observe colonization 
(settling and control of a territory by a foreign power) and understand 
subjugation.
T he B o ard  a n d  P u b lic  C an’t  be P a r tn e rs
As the next speaker rises I am surprised th a t I do not recognize her. I 
don’t remember her from other meetings, and though I am here to observe, 
trying for some sense of objectivity, I am afraid tha t she will speak in favor of 
the Board. However, this is not the case. In fact, she attem pts to bridge the 
communication gap between the Board and the pubhc by citing her 
credentials as a former adm inistrator of a large non-profit organization. She 
speaks the language of administration well, and she calls the Board to unite 
with the pubhc in purpose, and to reconstruct the conflict into a partnership 
with alternate scenarios for Missoula’s schools.
This woman said she came to the meeting expecting to witness 
neighborhoods "pitted against one another" and found th a t this was not the 
case. She sees the pubhc comment as having caUed for a "partnership 
between community and administration, a dynamic partnership, which 
doesn't eliminate 'hard decisions', but changes how you come at them." She 
says, "I am struck by charts and classroom size, but not until we got to the 
bus drivers did we talk  about people." She says she is struck by the charts
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and num bers as if  presentation in th a t m anner and language was a kind of 
violence in  itself. From her choice of metaphor I can imagine the plaintiff, 
emotional appeals of parents literally being struck down by charts, struck 
down by the budget.
She goes on to say that, "The Board needs to think outside the box and 
form a dynamic partnership between constituents and decision makers."
Thus by her language, I understand tha t she also sees the metaphoric 
container in which the Board exists. Maybe she even senses a literal 
container by the way they sit in the room, separated from their constituents 
by tables. They sit in oneness, as a whole, a static ear receiving pubhc 
comment. "You say you've received pubhc comment," says the woman at the 
mike. "But you need to start thinking outside the box."
She also says tha t for larger, healthy communities, we m ust start with 
healthy neighborhoods, which include neighborhood schools. She says that 
these impoverished communities in which the schools are slated to be closed 
are used to "hard choices", and she sees, on the part of the Board, a "lack of 
understanding about vision and partnership" she says th a t we are missing 
an opportunity to create a new partnership and calls to the Board to emulate 
Q uaker values, as she comes from th a t spiritual background, and give 
"opportunities a chance...to come to a meeting, dropping self in terest and 
work in  the spirit of partnership." After she is finished speaking the Chair of 
the Board says, "Thank you. I'd fike to get an idea of how many of you are
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still p lanning on talking." He pauses, waiting for a show of hands. "OK," he 
says. "We’re looking pretty good."
Partnership is an im portant metaphor in the speaker's monologue. It 
is w hat I will call a bridging metaphor. It seeks to cross a gap in the 
communication between the School Board and the public. Quinn (1991) 
would call partnership a sharedness metaphor in th a t partnership suggests a 
togetherness, in Quinn’s work it is associated with marriage (p.66). But as 
the Board Trustees and the public have yet to share in purpose and 
communication, I think bridging is more appropriate as the speaker was 
truly  seeking to create a link which has yet to exist.
Though the speaker was passionate in her convictions and in her 
attem pt to bridge the gap, the Board was unresponsive, they did not address 
or engage her in any way but merely moved to the next speaker, and rejected 
her translation as the purpose in her language was not aligned with their 
own. Yet her speech left me recalling again, a previous meeting at which a 
member of the Board was singled out as an individual and spoken to directly. 
This member. T., had worked on a project to save a "cherished" m ountain in 
our valley. The community wanted to purchase this mountain and save it as 
public land so tha t it would not be developed. The story is too complex to go 
into too much detail, suffice is to say tha t the speaker reminded T. of his 
commitment to , "work tirelessly against all odds to save it." The speaker
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praised T. for his imagination and commitment and asked him to give schools 
the same consideration he gave the mountain.
Choices; Q uality vs Location
In the Board meetings I attended during the time period of this study 
there were few proponents of school closure. In fact, most of the advocates of 
th a t choice were members of the Board. At each meeting at least one (though 
rarely more) person stood up in favor of the Board and its decision to close 
schools. The reasons for their support focused on one main issue, tha t of 
quality education. Quality education, as defined by members of the School 
Board and the public who support the decision to close schools, m eant 
retaining programs such as art, music, sports and fostering small class size.
One parent at the March 1, 1999 meeting said that, "It is more 
im portant to have a quality education than a convenient location." Her 
simplified response to school closure is. another indication of gender in the 
debate. Her statem ent suggested tha t the choice is obvious and hearkens 
back to Agger's (1998) sense of the rational in the decision making process. 
She was using rational language to appeal to parents. And though she is a 
parent, on the public side of the debate, she could not help but be aligned 
with the rational, mascuhnity of the Board's argument.
Her children are bussed seven miles to Mt. Jumbo Elem entary in East 
Missoula. She said tha t she and her family love the school and it is worth
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the sacrifice of closing smaller neighborhood schools such as Lincoln in 1977. 
Anther paren t at the March 9, 1999 meeting said tha t there are too few 
children to keep all the schools open, tha t we m ust make sacrifices. That 
"education is not a building."
Their use of the term “sacrifice” is interestingly consistent. Both 
specifically chose th a t term. Their rhetoric exuded a "lifeboat ethic” where 
the budget is the boat, the schools which are perceived to be filling it with 
w ater are pushed over the edge. Some schools must be sacrificed so tha t the 
rest may live.
W hat were the Board and those members of the pubhc who spoke 
favorably of school closure trying to convince us of? When "school is not a 
building", meaning its location is not important, when the argument is about 
"quahty education and low class size", as T. often says, what does that tell 
me, as an observer, about the crux of the School Board's arguments?
A D ifferent V iew o f Progress
So, the arguments of those in favor of closure teU us th a t education is
not a building, it is not a location. But what is it? What is education in
relation to School and to school? Again, my thoughts stray to something Tve
read, to another text and another meeting:
“.. .It has been truly said, ‘To cure was the voice of the past; to 
prevent, the divine whisper of today.' May the whisper grow into 
a mighty shout throughout the land until all m ankind takes it
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up as the battle cry for the closing years of the century. Let 
mothers, fathers, nurses, educators, ministers, legislators, and, 
m ightiest of all in its swift, far-reaching influence, the press, 
make the child the watchword and ward of the day and hour; let 
all else be secondary, and coming generations will behold a new 
world and a new people.”
Alice McClellan Birney, February 17, 1897
“We are developing little hum ans in our K-5 schools....our 
society doesn't work well on prevention...if we prevented 
problems, we would have a healthier society. Prisoners are not 
losers, they are people whoVe missed opportunities.”
Woman pubhc speaker 3-1-99 Board Meeting
In 1897 Ahce McClellan Birney admonished society to make the child
first and build more kindergartens or we would be faced with building
prisons and asylums (Rudy, 1965). In 1999 a woman speaks at a School
Board meeting, suggesting tha t prisoners are not “losers” (as quoted from a
previous meeting), but people who’ve “missed opportunities”. She calls us to
prevent problems and asks tha t we not close Emma Dickinson.
These two women, a hundred years apart, have the same message and
themselves speak in terms of progress. But the param eters of progress which
they use are sensitive to society and children. They use words associated
with transformation and creation, of social change, of nurturing progress.
They are r a i l i n g  on metaphors and images (developing hum ans, healthier
society, new world, new people, opportunity) associated with creation, with
possibilities. For them School is the nurturer (of social possibilities) and tha t
m etaphor takes on a distinctively feminine characteristic. Does School
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literally nurture? In some respects, yes. It nurtures ties to community, it 
nu rtu res the future possibilities of children. But regardless of whether or not 
it  is a literal nurturer, the public conceives of it as such and thus, acts in 
accordance with th a t conception (Lakoff and Johnson 1980: 5).
The next speaker comes to the mike, "My daughter goes to Hawthorne 
and I don't w ant to see it closed. We live very close to the school and know 
all the neighbors. If she forgets to go to her dance lesson after school and is 
left alone, my neighbors can step in and take care of her." Another
speaker from Hawthorne, "We sent home a survey to parents, 'W hat will you 
do next year if Hawthorne closes?' One hundred and twenty-one surveys 
were returned. Thirty-one said they would send their kids to Emma 
Dickinson. Eighty-one would go to Target Range (a school outside district 
one), twenty-one would send their children to private school and thirty-seven 
would home school."
One woman who works in many of the schools said she, "had the 
opportunity to see all schools grieving." And asked the Board to "continue to 
look for possibilities."
Another person from Hawthorne says that, "The Board is giving the 
illusion of listening." And yet another uses a Titanic metaphor to describe 
the Board's approach to the budget.
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The Board Takes Action
The public comment gradually ends and the meeting recesses for ten 
m inutes. It is very late. When the meeting is called to order again, the chair 
raps his gavel. "Item 14-d," he says. "The Board discusses and takes action 
on the issue of school closure."
"Hey," says B at the end of the table. She is one of the members of the 
Board who opposes school closure. "I've hand my hand up since the break..."
"Chair recognizes Miss B.."
"Just B. is fine. I want to make a motion to reopen the budgetary 
discussion. I feel th a t we haven't taken the opportunity to develop 
opportunities. I don't feel we've had a systematic look at alternatives to 
closure. I feel if  we need to close schools, we need to be better for it." She is 
distraught. “If we close schools, I think we're going to pay for it in the long 
run. I th ink it's terrible."
T, "I oppose the motion. Miss B. has mischaracterized the problem. 
We've spent two years exploring all possible alternatives."
S., the other board member in favor of keeping schools open, "I believe 
we do have a plan not to close schools. I second the motion."
T," The reason for school closure in not just to save whatever the 
am ount is per school. It is to lower class size."
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B.,"You're talking about equalizing resources within a district. I 
personally th ink  Chief Charlo and Lewis and Clark are too big...we need to 
change boundaries and reduce the size of schools which are too large."
There is a pause, "Any further discussion?” says the chair. “Seeing 
none we'll take the vote. The motion is to reopen the budgetary discussion 
regarding school closure. All in favor?” Two hands raise, B's and S's. “All 
opposed?” The rest hands go up. Five in all.
After the vote a motion is made by board trustee, J. She says," After 
assim ilating all the input of community members and teachers, 1 believe a 
delay in  the closure of either Emma Dickinson or Hawthorne until the year 
2000 is only detrimental. It is distressful to have a year of closure hanging 
over their heads. 1 move tha t whatever school is selected for closure it be 
done the fall of 1999."
The audience rumbles. "Order," says the chair.
T seconds the motion. The chair calls for a vote. I t passes 5 to 2.
"This is outrageous!" cries the Quaker woman. She is standing, 
addressing the Board without a mike.
"Ma'am, you're out of order." says the chair, he hits the table with his
gavel.
"No sir, you are out of order."
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"Sit down," he says. She refuses. She says th a t she is enacting a form 
of Q uaker protest. It is called "standing at the door". Seven or eight others 
in the audience also stand.
"It's 11:30 and we stül have a full agenda to get through," says the 
chair. "You can stand there, I don't care, but be quiet."
S. makes a motion to recess, saying tha t 11:30 is not the time to be 
m aking such decisions. The motion fails.
T now speaks again. He is wringing his hands and looking as if he is 
about to break down. "This has been an incredible, emotional week for all of 
you who care about your schools and love your neighborhoods and 
community, this night is the one all of you hoped would not happen, and for 
whatever it's worth, the Board didn't want it to happen. Don’t assume these 
decisions don't affect us personally, tha t we come by them lightly. I ’ve been 
trying to decide which one of these schools makes the most sense to close and 
I've decided to go along with the administration. 1 know wherever these 
children are moved they will be loved and become as the children of the 
people of their new school. 1 move to close Emma Dickinson."
The motion is seconded.
S., "This is an incredible decision for $160,000. I'm sorry," she pauses. 
"This is not acceptable."
The motion passes 5 to 2 and a resolution to close Emma Dickinson in 
read into the minutes, giving a hnal authoritative flavor to the evening.
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I look a t the clock. It is almost midnight. The audience around me is 
in tears, shaking their heads while a few remain standing in silence. My 
husband and I decide to leave. We pass bewildered people in the halls. A 
candidate for the upcoming School Board election is standing in the hall 
reassuring them, "Don't worry, this isn 't over."
Outside it is still pouring.
How G endering Caused Failure o f Com m unication
These interactions illustrate one of the im portant factors in the school 
closure issue-the apparent failure of communication between the public and 
the Board. The public perceived the Board as present, sometimes Listening, 
bu t not hearing what they had to say; whereas the Board perceived the 
public as having an irrational connection to School as a building ra ther than 
a set of programs structured into attendance centers. In the words of the 
chair of the Board, "we have listened to over thirty  hours of public comment 
w ithout a single compelling argument."
One reason for this failure of communication was tha t the participants 
and their arguments became gendered. The Board took on a patriarchal, 
paternalistic, masculine role, with a "rational", progressivist outlook. They 
perceived themselves as operating within a container with walls defined by 
the budget and the superintendent's positioning of only two options: close 
schools or drop programs. They portrayed the situation with the budget as a
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crisis brought on by two factors; the lack of children and the resulting lack of 
funding (funding being based in part on numbers of children at school) which 
accompanies the lack of children.
The public, in this conflict, took on feminine characteristics in that 
their argum ents were more emotive and child-centered, less economic, and 
less conûned to a set of economic limits. The public tried various strategies 
to engage the Board in dialogue, including (1) appealing to the Board to 
escape from their container and explore alternative options (2) appealing to 
the Board to feel their concern and sense of loss, and (3) attem pting to speak 
the Board's rational language. These attem pts failed because the Board 
perceived their more feminine based arguments as irrational and 
insupportable.
Two other factions played lesser roles. The first of these were the 
members of the public who spoke in favor of school closure. These people 
used metaphors which indicated tha t they viewed the situation as being one 
of, as I earlier described, "lifeboat" ethics, some schools would have to be 
sacrificed in order th a t others might five. The second minor faction were 
those people who attem pted to use the Board's rational metaphors. They did 
th is by either presenting economic credentials, or by appealing to the past 
sense of hum anity (irrational femininity) of individual Board members. 
Unfortunately, their attem pts at translation were not successful.
Conclusion
In this thesis I explored the closure of two schools in Missoula, 
M ontana, seeking to gain a better understanding of the constellation of 
factors th a t led the School Board to vote to close these schools in the face of 
considerable vocal, opposition from the community. During the course of this 
exploration I examined several topics including; the roles of schools in to 
their communities, the history of previous school closure in Missoula, the 
sta ted  reasons for why the schools were closed, some of the objections raised 
by the community, and the nature of the conflict between the School Board 
and the public.
In the course of pursuing this research I assumed, based on current 
research in the field of education, tha t small, neighborhood situated, 
community oriented schools are "better" in tha t they lead to better 
educational outcomes in the students who attend them. If this assumption is 
accepted, then the action of the School Board in closing two schools fitting the 
description above is misdirected. Given tha t it is unlikely th a t the Board 
acted out of overt malevolence, they must have had  a reason for their action. 
One of the goals of this project was to identify possible reasons.
Since this thesis project directly sampled only one instance of school 
closure in Missoula, it is unlikely tha t definitive final answers have been 
discovered. Therefore, the conclusions presented in this chapter are best
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thought of as working hypotheses for further research into the subject. Since 
it  is likely th a t other schools will be targeted for closure in the near future, 
such further research is possible, but, obviously, beyond the scope of this 
thesis.
The Effect o f a G endered Conflict
I hypothesized th a t the nature of the conflict over school closure was 
gendered in a way th a t created a communication gap between the Board and 
the pubhc which prevented effective sharing of ideas and purpose.
My hypothesis tha t gendering of the two opposing sides in the school 
closure issue influenced the nature of this discussion seems supported by the 
data  presented and discussed herein. However, this one factor fails to 
provide a complete explanation for why the will of the majority of the 
attendees at the board meetings concerning this issue was not heeded by the 
School Board and Administration.
The C oncept o f  Progress
Underlying the gendering of the discussion of school closure I 
encountered the notion of progress. The Board and adm inistration used the 
language of progress to rationalize the closing of schools. The gendered 
na tu re  of the conflict may have had less to do with their rigid stance on 
closure than  their preconceived ideas of progress and their perceived need to
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restructure the Missoula school system to fit those ideas. Therefore, 
although the gendered conflict is interesting, I th ink it is a superficial 
characteristic of the conflict.
So then, if progress is the motivator for the Board and administration's 
actions, how does the pubhc communicate to them their conviction tha t this 
kind of progress is detrim ental to community? This is clearly an area in 
which additional research is needed. Probably, any attem pt to dislodge the 
Board and Administration from their entrenched position wiU require 
education, but what methods or mechanisms exist for accompfishing this 
task. Additional research on this issue, beyond the scope of this thesis is 
needed.
Class as an A dditional Factor
As I pursued the research for this thesis, I came to the conclusion that 
beyond the gendered discourse of the meetings and the associated metaphors, 
and beyond the entrenched notions of progress, there is another issue, which 
surfaces partially, then disappears before it is recognized. That issue is 
class. It could be hypothesized that the issue of class affected which schools 
were closed. In particular, it could be possible th a t Emma Dickinson was 
targeted  because its population was seen as voiceless, or powerless. It can be 
dem onstrated using demographic information provided by U.S. census 
statistics and the Office of Planning and Grants in Missoula, th a t this school
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is located in an impoverished area with a fairly large percentage of its 
population (ten percent) of Asian descent.
Although the exploration of the effects of class on the issue of school 
closure is such a large topic tha t it can not be fully explored within the 
framework of this thesis, several points tha t may be of in terest to future 
researchers can be preliminarily explored. I find the fact tha t the issue of 
class is consistently omitted from the discourse to be especially fascinating.
Class as an U nm entionable Issue
Class is a structure of oppression (Agger 1998) because it defines social 
hierarchy and the limits of one’s life. I do not consider th a t this is a theory. I 
believe it  is a fact. I believe it is as close to a universal tru th  about humanity 
as it  is possible for there to be. Yet, according to Ortner (1991) there is an 
absence of any strong cultural category of "class" in American discourse. We 
simply don't talk  about it. Yet, its absence from discourse does not imply its 
absence from existence. It exists, but is misrecognized (Bourdieu 1994), 
unm ention able.
My own observation as a twenty-five year resident of Missoula is that 
class is omitted from discourse because it is contrary to our identity as 
Missoulians. Missoula sees itself as a classless community. It is an issue 
which, as a community, we don't admit to. Missoula's identity is wrapped up 
in liberal idealism, the environment, political activism, acceptance and
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tolerance of gay and lesbian groups, welcoming people of different ethnicities, 
and good old fashioned outdoor fun. This is confirmed by the num ber of 
agencies and businesses downtown which offer sporting goods, lifestyle 
clothing, "western environmental" home decor shops, imported coffees, peace 
centers, biking and environmental groups, art and more. The Chamber of 
Commerce describes Missoula as a place where "city cool" and "wilderness 
splendor" make a "trip [here] a one- of-a-kind vacation," (1998/1999 Travel 
Guide).
The attitude of liberal abundance is ubiquitous despite the fact that 
participation in the Missoula lifestyle is expensive. The outdoor goods stores 
do not sell a t bargain prices. At the time of this writing coffees are $2-$3 a 
cup, the gas is almost $1.50 per gallon. Many people whom I call neighbors 
are not fully included in this ideal city simply because they can't afford it.
We have grass roots movements designed to help people in all financial 
situations. These efforts range from the MUD project to the Missoula Food 
Bank. However these projects and the sense of the "goodness" (Kemmis 
1990) of this place have lulled us into a false sense of complacency with social 
issues we th ink we've addressed but in actuality, have failed utterly to 
recognize the persistence of their presence.
Talking with people who've moved to Missoula, they say w hat a great 
place this is, and it is great, mostly. I remember a newspaper article some 
years back about an African American family from a large Midwestern city
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who came to Missoula and were astonished at the lack of racism they saw 
here. Yet, I have also seen skin heads and neo-Nazis walking the streets. 
This past April 20th, Hitler's birthday, the large stone "L" on the side of 
M ount Jumbo, a hill overlooking the valley, was changed to a "4" and a 20 
was w ritten out next to it in commemoration of the anniversary. An 
apparent lack of social problems does not negate their existence. An 
apparent lack, in some ways, might actually be more dangerous than  an 
obvious constituency of problems in that they are hidden.
However, to talk  about problems in terms of the "racism pervading the 
Missoula valley", or the "class struggles of the lower income famihes", 
fundam entally changes our identity as "Missoula"; a place full of people who 
"are grateful to God for the quiet beauty of our state," (Kemmis 1990). It is 
easier to pretend these issues are not issues here in Missoula, not in this 
valley, than  to face them.
In my interview with her. “Sue” told me tha t school closure is not a 
class issue. She says tha t schools are not closed because of class, but the low 
income kids which go to different schools benefit from the diversity of mixing 
classes. The emotional pubhc, at School Board meetings, skirts the issue of 
class as well. It is hinted at. "I think it is interesting th a t the school you are 
choosing to close has greater than 60% of its students on free and reduced 
meals," said a woman at the February 23rd meeting. But she did not say you 
are discrim inating against the lower classes of Missoula. She could not say it
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directly because to say it would mean tha t class is an issue in Missoula, thus 
changing the perception of the Missoula we (we Missoulians) have chosen to 
live in.
Class, defined economically, in the issue of school closure, came up 
once or twice, briefly, then, as if burned by its own mention, retreated again 
into the repose of the unmentionable. In The MissouHan. the current Chair 
of the School Board said that, "there's still people who spit on the ground 
whenever Jake Block's (superintendent of schools at the time) name is 
mentioned over the W hittier school closure, they argued it was a class 
m otivated thing," (Missoulian, March I, 1999). Class was mentioned in the 
article but not discussed or probed. Its sheer swiftness of appearance 
encourages its passing from the conversation without engagement, it imphes 
th a t the public was wrong. Why did they argue it was class motivated?
W hat do you mean by class? These questions could not be asked.
Class and V oicelessness
In an interview with a woman who works at the Franklin family 
resource center, 1 asked why she thought the administration was closing 
Emma Dickinson. She said they were doing it because it was easier to close 
Dickinson, it  is perceived as having a "voiceless population". Why is it 
voiceless? W hat difference would it make to the adm inistration whether or 
not a population has a voice? 1 was left to wonder, she had  to re turn  to work.
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W hat are the imphcations of the phrase "voiceless population". There 
are a few: They can not speak. They are not allowed to speak. They are not 
wiUing to speak. They can speak, are willing and allowed to do so, but will 
not be heard  and thus are rendered voiceless. It is the la tter which I behave 
and observe to be the tru th  in the case of school closure. As suggested by 
hooks (1993), people choose which voices to hear and which voices to silence.
The population of Emma Dickinson spoke a great deal during the 
public commentary sessions of the School Board meetings. But in their 
presentations, there was an air of desperation, as if they knew they were not 
being heard. During th a t last meeting which I recounted earher, I remember 
looking a t one of the female School Board members repeatedly. Every time I 
looked a t her she wore the expression of someone completely placid. Her 
mouth was curved in a barely-noticed smile, her eyes were peaceful. She 
reminded me of a painting, glowing, detached. Did she hear what the public 
was saying? I will never know, her face never appeared to change.
At most meetings the Chair of the Board opened his mail during the 
presentations of the first few speakers at the pubhc comment session. He did 
not even glance at the speakers for the first fifteen to twenty minutes. At the 
January  meeting, one of the Board members fell asleep, and another did 
so a t the March 3rd meeting. The Board gave no indications th a t they were 
affected, moved or even attentive to the speakers.
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This un-hearing appearance of the Board frustrated the speakers and 
the audience. Sitting in the audience, I perceived it as belittHng and 
dismissive. I t further added to the sense of "voicelessness" in th a t Emma 
Dickinson's supporters felt th a t they could speak all night and never be 
heard. Conversely, when the woman from the Rattlesnake spoke in support 
of closing schools to achieve smaller class sizes at the Feb. 23rd meeting, 
their body language changed. They were physically respectful to her and 
demonstrated the qualities of active listeners, he., leaning forward, nodding 
heads, showing by their bodies tha t they heard.
But w hat does voicelessness have to do with class? It has to do with 
class in th a t class is a category of oppression (Agger 1998). And voicelessness 
is a characteristic of tha t category. It is easier to dominate a 
"docile"(Foucault 1977), voiceless population, a population which knows its 
place and with whom negotiations, settlements and conciliations are 
unnecessary, than  one which wields some power, (power in this case being 
economic).
Class and The Emma D ickinson Area
The question of class as it relates to school closure is demonstrable 
when a look is taken at which schools have been closed in the past, at which 
schools will close in the future, and at the impact on the remaining schools in 
Missoula. Since the schools which have been closed and are being targeted
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for closure are located in the inner, less affluent, urban core, the trend is to 
bus children out of their neighborhoods to the suburbs. Lower income schools 
seem to be bearing a disproportionate share of the burden of having their 
children taken out of their local neighborhoods and placed in alien schools.
According to census figures and data provided by the Missoula Office 
of Planning and Grants, the Emma Dickinson area has a median income of 
$14,172 for a family of four, which is substantially less than  tha t of Missoula 
as a whole ($42,987 for a family of four). Only 39 people living in the area 
make an income at or above the Missoula median, but more than 500 make 
an income below the median. There are other indicators of class in addition 
to income level. Roughly ten percent of the population is Asian/Pacific 
Islander (Census data, 1990). The median year in which most of the area's 
housing was built was 1968, which indicates it is an area with many older 
houses, which further indicates living conditions which do not meet city codes 
(as stated  by the Office of Planning and Grants, Missoula MT). The Emma 
Dickinson area also has a large transient population, most of its households 
being rentals. Ninety-one out of a total of 500 households receives public 
assistance (statistics received in a personal communication from the Office of 
P lanning and Grants in Missoula). Clearly this is an impoverished area.
Thus, I believe, class biases, discrimination based on income, are 
expressed in the choice of the schools which will close. The Board denies tha t 
issues of poverty play a role in the decision but ra ther the welfare of
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Missoula children is the decisive factor. Yet, how can the welfare of the 
children of Emma Dickinson have been taken into consideration when it is 
they who will lose a valuable resource, one which they can ill afford to lose, 
according to many people who spoke at Board meetings? Why were these 
parents and children called upon to be the ones to sacrifice rather than 
people in a more affluent area of the city.
Why is  Class an U nrecognized Issue
The School Board voted to close the school tha t served what is clearly 
one of the most impoverished districts in the City. This suggests th a t class 
m ust have played some role in the Board's choice of which school to close. If 
th is is true, perhaps even obvious, then why is it so hard  to talk  about? Why 
is this voiceless population further obscured by a denial of the existence of 
the nature of its pfight? I befieve it is because it is misrecognized (Bourdieu 
1994), or perhaps we are unwilling to recognize it. But why?
Again, I can act as an informant for this subject. Missoula is a vital 
town with a strong sense of self and destiny. It is a place which falls very 
much in line with the preamble to the State of M ontana's constitution: "We 
the people of Montana, grateful to God for the quiet beauty of our state, the 
grandeur of its mountains, the vastness of its rolling plains, and desiiing to 
secure to ourselves and our posterity the blessings of liberty for this and 
fu ture generations do ordain and establish this constitution" (Kemmis 1990).
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Missoula is a place, in my eyes, which assumes th a t its idealized sense 
of W estern reality is objective and reflexive of actual experience. Little 
recognition of real social problems exists in our own community. We tend to 
look beyond ourselves, at other people’s problems. Thus the bumper stickers, 
"Free Tibet" and our romantic history of political protest of foreign wars. 
These are worthy sentiments, but in focusing on the "idealness" of our 
community, looking so far beyond ourselves for social justice, we ignore our 
own social problems. Thus class and race, real issues which affect our real 
community, are obscured, “misrecognized” (Bourdieu 1994: 160) and not 
discussed.
If our habitus (Bourdieu 1994; or "parameters of personal identity" in 
the sense of Dirks, Eley, Ortner 1994: 13), and practice ("the cultural forms 
within which people Hve their hves" Dirks, Eley, Ortner 1994: 16), as 
Missoulians revolve around our sense of the environmental, of the global, of 
ourselves as an open and accepting community, then these concepts become 
our orthodoxy, our realm of possible discourse. Thus the mention of "class" is 
heresy (Bourdieu 1994), as it "pushes back the limits of doxa", th a t which is 
not said,(Bourdieu 1994: 164), and shatters the facade of our community.
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Class and School Closure
The forgoing incomplete analysis of class as a factor in school closure 
could serve as a starting point for additional, future research. Ideally, the 
framework provided in this thesis might eventually allow a future researcher 
to integrate the topics discussed herein, namely gender, progress, and class, 
into a wider treatm ent of “power” as a vehicle by which these three threads 
might be synthesized.
Final Words
It is difficult, even for those who are members of the m arginahzed 
class, to talk  about class as an issue in school closure. So I will say it. School 
closure is, at least partly, about class. The rationale of the School Board and 
adm inistration includes notions of progress, and the plight of the pubhc 
stems from this in tha t they are made members of a class th a t is being 
rendered voiceless by th a t same very same concept of progress. I would agree 
th a t progress demands sacrifice, but it is people we are sacrificing - not 
buildings. I t is not only the structures tha t are being stripped from their 
neighborhoods, but the community sohdarity and support th a t they provide.
I have found during the research for this thesis th a t School is conceptuahzed 
by the pubhc as a nurturer. It is a part of their family, the heart of their 
neighborhood. It is tied to the community in which it is located. Its children 
and fam ihes depend on it as they would a family member. It is these things
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th a t we are called upon to throw over the side of the boat in order to move 
forward. And it is the voiceless populations of Missoula who are told they 
m ust be the ones to sacrifice. It is the voiceless which m ust bear the burden 
of adm inistrative notions of progress. It is the voiceless which m ust remain 
silent in order th a t Missoula m aintain its identity as an ideal, Montana 
town; th a t it always be the last best place, full of "abundance and joy", for all 
those grateful to God for its quiet beauty, its grandeur, and for the vastness 
of its rolling plains.
A ppendix 1: School Board D ocum ents About School Closure
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MISSOULA COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
WORK SESSION/SPECIAL MEETING
FEBRUARY 23, 1999 
7:00 P.M.
WASHINGTON MIDDLE SCHOOL GYMNASIUM
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AGENDA
1. Opening & Purpose
2. Public Comment
3. Discussion of Administrative Recommendations for Balancing 
1999-2000 Elementary Budget
4. Discussion of Administrative Recommendations for Balancing 
1999-2000 Secondary Budget
5. Recommendation on Early Retirement Notification Incentive
6. Convene Special Meeting to take Action on Recommendations for 
Balancing 1999-2000 Budgets • Elementary/Secondary
Dr. Kupilik 
Dr. Kupilik 
Dr. Kupilik
Dr. Kupilik
Dr. Kupilik 
Dr. Kupilik
7. Adjourn Dr. Kupilik
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MISSOULA COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
WORK SESSION/SPECIAL MEETING
FEBRUARY 23. 1999 
7:00 P.M.
WASHINGTON MIDDLE SCHOOL GYMNASIUM 
AGENDA EXPLANATION
1. Opening & Purpose
2. Public Comment
3. Discussion of Administrative Recommendations for Balancing 
1999-2000 Elementary Budget
Dr. Kupilik 
Dr. Kupilik 
Dr. Kupilik
Background Information: Several budget scenarios have been developed for Trustees to 
consider. These range from 0% increase to 4% increase. Trustees should plan for 
allocation of resources based on best and worst case scenarios as the outcome of 
legislative action and voter action is unknown. Further. Trustees should direct 
administration to move forward to prepare for staffing/or 1999-2000.
Administrative Recommendation: In planning for both scenarios, administration 
recommends Trustees consider a plan for a 3.5% increase first and then consider a plan 
for 0% increase. To do so, the options previously reajmmended are grouped as such for 
Trustee consideration.
A. BALANCING THE ELEMENTARY BUDGET 1999-2000
GOALS: MAINTAIN PROGRAMS/MAINTAIN LOWER LEVELS OF CLASS SIZE
*To be adjusted
LEVELS OF FUNDIN6 INCREASES | C% 1 » Z% 3K X80% 4%
COMMENSURATE REDUCTION IN DOLLARS S1.1ST.S00 1954.700 $792,000 $540.800 ' $447.000 ' $345.293
COMMON REDUCTIONS FOR ALL OPTIONS - $602.000 9 ^ 0 0 0 $802,000 $ ^ 0 0 0 * ^ .0 0 0  ; $602.000
RESTRUCTURE K S ATTENDANCE CENTERS $466,755 $466,755 $466 7% $466.755 W66.755 $466,755
TOTAL REDUCTIONS $1,068,755 $1,066,755 $1,088,755 $1.068,755 1 $1,068.755 $1.068,755
BALANCE $88,745 $114,055 $318,755 1 $520.155 $621,755 $723.482
MOST SIGNIFICANT NEEDS W HICm^'ST BE 
FUNDED (pnority 1/18799) Sub PayjnoM M i - 'Ü 7 .29Ë ü f M ■ "1$87296 $87.296 !
;
$87,296
"BALANCE “ ^ 7 W 4 1 ■ $26,759" $2291459" $432.859
1
$534.459 , $836,166
ADDITIONAL PRIORITIZED NEEDS TO BE 
FUNDED SHOULD ADDITIONAL REVENUE 
BECOME AVAILABLE GIVEN THE REMAINING 
UNKNOWNS (priomv a t  of 1/18/99) $900,000 $900,000 $900.000 $900.000
:
$900.0001 $900.000
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BALANCING THE ELEMENTARY BUDGET 1999-2000 
GOAL: MAINTAIN ALL K-5 ATTENDANCE CENTERS
*To be #djumed fimn Fdnuaiy 1 emoUment counts
LEVELS OF niNOIMO INCREASES j 0%; fX} 2%j JX | XU% 4%
c o M M B isu ttA je n m cn o itiM o o u A R S ttjSTM O  f 8SSAF00 1 $79X0001 $646600 1 $447.000 $$46293
COMMON m au cn o N S  for  all o u o n s S ô io ô b i 86ÔÔ OOO "  $600000 I ' w i l a n 1 86m,000 ! $602000
PROGRAM REDUCTIONS
Î . 1
$470000 { $470000 $470000 $470000 $470000 $470000
TOTALJ^UCnONS $ fO T 2 ^ s t x i n ^ 7 $ i0 7 ^ t t l i ÿ i ô d o $1072000 : $1072000
■“  BALANCE 4 8 6 ^ $ 1 1 7 ^ SjPpOOO $823.400
.
$626000! $726.707
MOST SIGNIFICANT NEEDS WHICH MUST BE 
FUNDED (pnonty 1/16/00) Sub Pay tnoaaaaa $87296 867296 .867296 867296
.
$67266;' 867296
BALANCE ■ *4172296 690004 , 8S317Ô4 $436,104 $837.704] $639011
AOOmONAL PRIORITIZED NEB)S TO BE 
FUNDED SHOULD ADOmONAL RÈVBÎÛé 
.BECOME AVAILABLE GIVEN THE RÊM/ÛNING 
UNKNOWNS fpdoiity aa of 1/16/00) — m ôoôol $900000 "  860QÔQÔ
j
8600pool
1
:
$800000: 8600000
B. MCPS: BALANCING THE ELEMENTARY BUDGET 1999-2000
GOALS: MAINTAIN PROGRAMS/MAINTAIN LOWER LEVELS OF CLASS SIZE 
OR MAINTAIN ALL K-5 SCHOOLS
COMMON REDUCnONS FOR ALL OPTIONS
• Oeaeal AdminismiioiiGaienlFinidSaltfyCatiiOt&BtbjrFedefalFiindi S40,000 
AatSiipiMWHiieiiwpoBiailityforDmeJireeSchoetf g itadm in iaiinon  
Off let A ut Supt genmlfiind n ln y  bjr S10.000 fran  O ng Frw Sdiools
Qmicnlim Diieeiar aanmet leMknfaip ropontibflitjr fbr Tide I 
Move day-UKdsy Tide 1 coocdinuiaa to a oooediiiaiart poeiiian <K-12 adun) 
uoder aiqiernsim of Cmricnbim Oiieenr, paid for by fedenl fiiada 
Reattwctmewttbm Tide! to addmaa need: ofpaKtaowtaeach&aeemetanalauppett 
Reduce eon oflC-12aplit due to addilinnaladjuaimewi ID i7%/43% 110,000
Shift ponioaoftiideidtcfaftacoaa 10 aeooodaiy $10.000
Rctifetneuaiiriiioa8avmgs(6ietneaDdieplaoe) $90.000
Qmodial teductioa (5  FTE at Foner) $ 8i)00
Reduce lenpofBtyhelp-openiMMia A  maionaaace $14,000
Geaml libnry aaviaga » oaly giveu K -ll wauucuue $10.000
Student amiixoo-middle aehool-ccaulta in 2-0 FTE irdured $60.000
Sluiiem auritioB-ekineniaiy-ieaulia in 6.0 FIE leduced * $180.000
Level K*S amdenis and increaieK-lclaaa aixea*6.0 FTE lednoed *8180.000
(Federal money may in pan addttaa iheae leducnona.) Sub Total $602.000
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C. MCPS: BALANCING THE ELEMENTARY BUDGET 1999-2000
GOALS: MAINTAIN PROGRAMS/MAINTAIN LOWER LEVELS OF CLASS SIZE 
OR MAINTAIN ALL K-5 SCHOOLS
RESTRUCTURE K-5 SCHOOL POPULATIONS(Savings)
• Resmicture K-5 school populations and school boundaries 
folding population into 9 schools rather than 12 schools
• Savings per two buildings:
• Principal $55,000
• Ubiaiian $30,000
• Secretary $16,700
• Custodian $19,500
• 1.0 Certified $30,000
Utilities $18.700
$169,900 x 2 -  339,800 
■ Savings per one additional building: (Prescon)
• Principal
• Libiarian
• Secretary
• custodian
• Utilities
27,500
' Savings with attendance center restructuring
• Print Shop $ 3,255
3.255
Shift $90,000 from general fond reserves to cover
contingency needs. Sub Total $370,555
OR PROGRAM REDUCTIONS
• Reduce Fine Arts delivery to K-5 Schools by 2.0 FTE $ 60,000
Principals/Fine Arts Supv responsible to restructure 
f t  present recommended delivety model
• Eliminate K-8 Gifted f t  Talented services specialists $ 90,000
by 3.0 FTE
• Restructure K-8 Middle School computer lab $ 60,000
coordinators duties ft reduce 2.0 FTE
• Restructure 6-8 gen music delivery, saving of .8 FTE $ 24,000
• Elimitiate middle school athletics $ 38.000
• Combine administration of six K-5 buildings, $138.000
reducing 2 J  FTE administrative
• Combine library services o f four K-5 buildings, $ 60.000
reducing 2.0 FTE librarians (.50 library specialist
per buildings.)** $470,000
• Shift S90,0(X> from general fund reserves to cover 
contingency needs.
** Principals recommend other K-5 program reductions before
.50 library coverage m buildings
Sub Total $ 470,000
As lo the issue of school closure, included in the packet is the discussion guide regarding 
the educational issues associated with school closure. Also included is a reformatting of 
the information Trustees previously received regarding an analysis o f K-5 schools in the 
District.
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Administration brought to the Board a recommendation to consider two school closures 
for 1999-2000 and a third school closure for 2001-02. This recommendation was brought 
forward for a number o f reasons:
• As a means o f balancing the budget d^endent upon levels o f reductions.
• As a means to maintain resources for program and lower levels o f class size 
across the District.
• As a means to address the overall impact of declining enrollment within the K-5 
schools, approximately 800 students K-5 since 1991-92.
• As a means o f providing general fund reinvestment resources to a budget that has 
been stripped, beginning in 1994-95.
• As a means o f a more balanced distribution of personnel resources across the 
whole o f the K-5 schools.
The recommendation for school closure addresses restructuring of student populations 
and/or personnel allocations throughout all areas of the K-5 schools. Through the school 
closure process and by redefining K-5 school populations the enrollment levels o f the K-5 
schools would be more in balance with each other as would the allocation o f personnel 
resources.
Current Enrollments (2/1/99 Counts)
Area A
Lewis & Clark 414
Paxson 273
Roosevelt 198
Projected Enrollments (Sept *99 with 
School Closure)
Lewis & Clark 
Roosevelt/Paxson
457
379
Area B
Dickinson
Franklin
Hawthorne
294
260
223
Franklin 308
Dickinson/Hawthorne 346
Area C 
Lowell 
Mt. Jumbo 
Prescott
269
288
166
Lowell 
M t Jumbo 
Prescott
247
272
178
450
(K-5)
Area D
Chief Charlo 
Cold Springs 
Russell
461
397
274
Chief Charlo 
Cold Springs 
Russell
458
412
356
Because declining enrollment is an overall community challenge, the recommendation for 
two school closures and combining M t Jumbo/Prescott into a single school addresses the 
challenge throughout the community. A single school closure would partially address 
rcdistnbution of resources but would still leave imbalances within the community.
Administration recommends the following school closures:
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Area A East
Close Roosevelt School and move the Roosevelt student population to Paxson, as well as 
shiR a portion o f the Paxson population to Lewis & Gark.
Loss of Students 
* Lewis & Clark 
Paxson 
Roosevelt
••Russell
1991-92 thnil998-99
- 178
- 45
- 216
295
•takes into account shift to Paxson when reopened
••takes into account shift from Russell to Chief 
Charlo
Projected Enrollments 2003-04 
Lewis & Clark 423
Paxson 222
Roosevelt ' 214
Russell 250
Determining Factors:
• Roosevelt has smallest number of rooms.
• Roosevelt has smallest population o f the four schools.
• By closing Roosevelt, the population can be folded in its entirety into Paxson, provided 
some University Housing students are moved to Lewis & Clark.
• With the closing o f Roosevelt, Lewis & Clark still has edacity.
• Roosevelt and Lewis & Clark have the same ADA compliance issues.
Impacts:
• Roosevelt students may/may not lose Title I services, dependent upon population shifts in 
the Paxson/Roosevelt areas. Hnal analysis for qualification may be required to be 
completed in the fall per federal government regulations.
• Family Resource Center could be initiated at Paxson separate from Title I.
• With Roosevelt closing, one (1) additional bus would be needed to transport students to 
Paxson.
• A second bus may be needed to transport University housing students to Lewis & Clark.
Projected Reconfigured Size o f Open Schools:
Paxson 379
Lewis & Clark 457
Reconfiguration may qualify Paxson/Roosevelt for Title I services.
Area B West
Close Dickinson School and move the student population as follows: Jefferson area to 
Russell, South of Third Street to Franklin, North of Third Street to Hawthorne
Loss of Students 
Dickinson 
Franklin 
Hawthorne
1991-92 thru 1998-99
- 33
- 117
- 72
-  222
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Projected Enrollments 2003-04:
Dickinson 282 (Includes former Jefferson School population attending Dickinson)
Franklin 247
Hawthorne 167
Determining Factors:
• Hawthorne has one less designated classroom than Dickinson. However, it has the 
largest square footage. Moreover, Dickinson has a multi-purpose room which can be 
subdivided and a stage which is used for instructional space. Dickinson has first grade 
rooms which could be subdivided from two rooms to three rooms. Hawthorne has a 
multi-purpose room which can be subdivided, a library which can be subdivided to two 
additional instructional spaces and a classroom that can be subdivided into two 
instructional spaces, as well as the stage.
• Hawthorne has the smallest population o f the three schools. I f  Dickinson's student 
population is divided as a result o f school closure in Area B, then Dickinson has the same 
number o f students remaining in the area as Hawthorne. This student population could be 
moved as a group to Hawthorne. The same movement is possible if  Hawthorne closed 
and Dickinson remained open.
• Dickinson is more ADA accessible than Franklin or Hawthorne.
• Franklin has the greatest number of students who are walkers living in the area.
• Dickinson’s facility is a linear layout Hawthorne’s facility is designed around the media 
center with most classrooms adjacent to that area.
Impacts:
Two buses will be needed to transport students either from Dickinson to Hawthorne or 
Hawthorne to Dickmsort
West area will be at capacity. Capacity will loosen up in a few years, based on 
projections.
One hundred and forty students will be shifted from Dickinson to Franklin and Russell. 
Dickinson building modification estimated costs • 810,000-12,000.
Hawthorne building modification estimated costs - 810,000-12,000.
Even Start remains at Franklin.
Extended resource can be accommodated at both Dickinson and Hawthorne.
Hawthorne’s current self-contained special education would be moved to another area. 
Franklin will require more maintenance resources over time and Franklin has less 
acreage.
At Franklin, music and Family Resource Center will share same space.
According to federal regulations, with either school closure. Title I school-wide at 
Dickinson may have to be readdressed in the fall.
Projected Reconfigured Size of Open Schools:
Hawthorne 346
Franklin 308
Area C North-East
Combine Mt. Jumbo/Prescott into a K-5 school for 2001-02 at Mt. Jumbo. For 1999-01, 
staff Mt. Jumbo/Prescott with one K-5 building principal.
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Loss o f Students 1991 »92 thru 1998-99
Lowell - 135
Ml. Jumbo - 45
Prescott :_15
- 195
lVuiCC(cjji;iUi2lJm£Ul:L 
Lowell 184
Mt. Jumbo 255
Prescott 132
Deteimintng Factors:
• Combine M t Jumbo/Prescott into K-5 in two years (2001-02) at M t Jumbo. Move 
modulars from Lowell to Mt. Jumbo. Cost @ $60,000. This combination is more 
reasonable to accomplish in two years, given projected decline of student population.
• Reduce administrative costs by sharing principal K-5 for two years only. Hardship of 
sharing is for a two year time period; administrator would have same set of 
families/students with which to work.
• Reduce additional costs (library, secretary, custodian, utilities) in two years.
• Mt. Jumbo is more ADA accessible than Prescott.
Impacts:
• Cost o f moving modular, two years out.
• DifTicult issues o f sharing principal will be short term.
• Unable to reduce special education (1.0 FTE) until schools combine.
• May have lead teacher expenses and aide to be paid from contingency for two years only.
Projected Reconfigured Size o f Open Schools:
Lowell 247
Mt. Jumbo 2 ? f ^  450 (K-5)
Prescott
Area D South
Direct administration to proceed with planning for the movement o f approximately 100 
students from Dickinson to Russell.
Loss of Students 1991-92 thru 1998-99
•Chief Charlo + 456
•Cold Springs - 203
•Russell -295
- 42 *takes into accotmt shift to Chief Charlo when
it opened.
Projected Enrollments 2003-04:
Chief Charlo 472
Cold Springs 396
Russell 250
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Determining Factors:
■ Russell would accommodate the movement o f 100 Dickinson students from the former
Jefferson School population. Students are already bussed - no new cost
• Russell is m aintain^ as overflow school for Chief Charlo and Cold Springs.
• Boundaries in the area may be redrawn over time. Redefining boundaries is still possible
without adding transportation costs.
Projected Reconfigured Size o f Ooen Schools:
Chief Charlo 458
Cold Springs 412
Russell 356
5! MOST SIGNIFICANT NEEDS WHICH MUST BE FUNDED (priority as o f 1/18/99)
• Substitute Pay Rate Increases $87,296
ADDITIONAL PRIORITIZED NEEDS TO BE FUNDED SHOULD ADDITIONAL 
REVENUE BECOME AVAILABLE GIVEN THE REMAINING UNKNOWNS (priority as of 
1/18/99)
• Apply federal dollan to reduce class size (each SI00,000 buys 3.0 FTE)
■ Off set high levels o f class size @ approx. $30,000 FTE - $120,000
grades 3-5 ®  24-26/1, up to 4.0 FTE
• Two .50 FTE Middle School Assistant PrincipaJs $ 35,000
• Instructional materials (supplies, repairs, replaceinent & equipment)- 
1998-99 CuTTicuJum Development priority areas
• Science $100,000
• Health Enhancement $ 25,000
• Restructure o f 6ih Gr. FTE, 6th Or. PE delivery, 6-8 at-risk $ 60,000
Add 1.0 FTE Nurse K-8 $ 30,000
• Reinvest in general fund support for supplies, repair,
replacement & equipment (discrettonary) * $250,000
• Reinvest in general fund suppon for sutfT develop * $200,000
• Reinvest in general fund support for Main.&Op. * $200,000
(Non-disctetionary)
• Address attendance center restructure from above réductions 
"(replacing dollars previously reduceddcaddress inflationary 
impacts to be distntoted to schools & Amcttons) Each 
$100,000 of reinvestment monies is distributed at approx
$l8.3Q/studenL $985,000
• Unknown CI75 Impact - If "permissive" levies fail, 
general fund may have to pick up cost increases.
REMINDER: ALL UNION BARGAINING FOR 2000-2001 BEGINS NEXT YEAR (1999-2000)
NOTE: The segmenting of the budget options gives Trustees room to move from 0% increase to 3.5% increase.
E. Memorandum to Trustees - January 21,1999
1. Tuition K-8
Background Information: Cunently, tuition is assessed for any K-8 student who livts 
outside the boundaries o f the elementary District whose parents enroll them in MCPS.
There is reason to believe that the District would pick up a few more students in excess of 
those paying tuition if the tuition provision were dropped for K-8 out-ofHlistrict students. 
Thus, lull ANB would be collected for more students, potentially exceeding any benefit 
from tuition collected. Dropping the provision would also enable the District to enter into 
an agreement with DeSmet School District, whereby MCPS would educate any K-8 age
8
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students who might live in the potentially planned affordable housing development at the 
industrial park. Waiving the tuition provision for K-8 does not Jeopardize tuition charges 
for out-of^istrict secondary students because the Districts are two separate legal entities. 
Administrative Recommendation: Administration recommends Trustees direct 
Administration to redraft the tuition policy to exclude payment of tuition for out-of- 
district K-8 students.
2. Protested Taxes
Background Information: Currently, the elementary general fund reserves exceed 10%. 
Given current circumstances, the District can only access the protested tax portion of the 
reserves, by Board directive, as long as the reserves remain at the 10% level. 
Administration continues to recommend that this portion o f the reserves be held as 
contingency dollars until such are exhausted. When these funds are exhausted, the Board 
will need to reduce internally to set aside monies for contingency. The general fund 
protested tax picture is as follows:
5421.000 current level o f protested taxes
-  90.000 1998-99 contingency
8331.000 Balance
-  138,000 Projected amount absorbed in new 10% ceiling due to a projected
Increase in general fund at 3.5% increase
8193.000 Balance
-  90.000 1999-2000 contingency
8103.000 Balance
+ 150.000 Estimated collection 1999-2000
8253.000 Balance in 1999-2000 (allocation cycle continues)
Administrative Recommendation: Administration recommends Trustees maintain 
protested taxes as contingency source at a level o f890,000 per year.
4. Discussion of Administrative Recommendations for Balancing Dr. Kupilik
1999-2000 Secondary Budget
Background Information: Two budget scenarios have been developed for Trustees to 
consider. These range from 0% increase to 2% increase. Trustees should plan for 
allocation of resources based on best and worst case scenarios as the outcome of 
legislative action and voter action is unknown. Further, Trustees should direct 
administration to move forward to prepare for staffing for 1999-2000.
Administrative Recommendation: bi planning for both scenarios, administration 
recommends Trustees consider a plan for a 1.5% increase first and then a plan for 0% 
increase. To do so, the options previously recommended are grouped as such for Board 
consideration:
A. MCTPS Balancing the 1999-2000 Secondary Budget - Goal: Maintain Program
1. SECONDARY REDUCTIONS IF VOTE PASSES 
0% Increase = (8442,815) Reduction
1% Increase = (8151,789) Reduction
1.5% Increase = (8 48,396) Reduction
2.0% Increase »  8 46,938 Increase
I REDUCTIONS TO BE MADE AT 1.5% INCREASE
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ff Vole Passes:
Centrai Administration General Fund salary costs offset by S10,000 $ 10,000
Federal funds
• Asst Supt assumes responsibility for Drug-free School’s grant 
administration
• Offset Asst Supt general fund salary Aom Drug-free Schools
• Eliminate outside contract for that grant administration
• Curriculum Director assumes leadership responsibility for Title 1, 
salary offset by federal funds
• Move day-to-day Title I coordination to a coordinator’s 
position (K-12 administrative) under supervision of Currie Dir, 
paid for by federal funds
Retirement - attrition savings - 3 retire and replace S 45,000
Eliminate remaining general fund support to Food Service S 25,000
Reduce FIR Costs (contract adjustment for third year) $133.000
Other
TO BE REALLOCATED $213,000
Adopt budget amendment for increased enrollment in 
1998-99 in order to purchase 1999-2000 supplies at a 
total o f548,396 to cover budget shortfall. This offsets 
any further reductions and allows for reallocation from 
reductions made.
3. PRIORITIZED NEEDS WHICH MUST BE FUNDED:
If Vote Passes:
Prioritized Needs Which Must be Funded (priority as o f  l/IS/99)
Increase Substitute pay S 46,490
Cover increased costs o f MT Officials Assn. 4,700
Cover increased cost o f 1.0 FTE @ Seeley (math/science) 30,000
Cover K 12 cost shifts o f 57%/43% split 10,000
Cover extra-curricular cost of JV Soccer 14.943
<JV soccer approved in 1998 for 1998-99.) Subtotal $ 106,133
Prioritized Needs to be Funded (priority as o f 1/18/99)
• Add 2.0 Deans at Big Sky and Hellgate Cost budgeted into total
each in lieu of previous staffing of 1.0 cost o f 1999-2000
Asst Prin at BSH and HHS salaries/benefits
4. ADDITIONAL PRIORITIZED NEEDS:
If Vote Passes:
Additional Prioritized Needs to be Funded from Budget 
Reductions Made (Priority as o f l/18/99)
• 3.0 Network Technicians (BHS, HHS, SlIS) S 33,000
• Increase student travel - regular instruction 25,0(K) 
Short funds budgeted to cover expenditures,
10
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budget needs to be increased.
• Increase student travel > extra-funicular activities 35,000
Short funds budget to cover expenditures, budget
needs to be increased.
• Increase computer lab para-pro support by 1.5 FTE 27.150
(.5 at BSH, HHS,SHS)
Subtotal $ 120,150
5. ADDITIONAL NEEDS;
If Vote Passes
Additional Needs to be Funded should
additional revenue become available, given remaining
unknowns (listittg as o f  l/IS/99)
• Instructional materials (supplies, rqiairs, replacement, textbooks 125,000
& equipment) 1998*99 Curriculum Development priority areas
• science ($100,000)
• health enhancement ($25,000)
• Increase athletic trainer pay 13,389
(3.0 @ 54,463 each at BHS, HHS, SHS)
• School Resource Ofîicer Match 50.000
Subtotal $ 163,389
*Plu5 any add*! certified staffing @  56,500/section 
Note: Each 5100,000 o f reinvestment monies is distributed at approximately 526.02/student.
B. MCPS Balancing the 1999-2000 Secondary Budget - Goal: Maintain Program
1. SECONDARY REDUCTIONS IF VOTE DOES NOT PASS 
0% Increase “  ($442,815) Reduction
\%  Increase -  ($151,789) Reduction
1.5% Increase *  ($ 48,396) Reduction
2.0% Increase *  $ 46,938 Increase
I  REDUCTIONS TO BE MADE:
If Vote Does Not Pass
• Central Administration General Fund salary costs offset by 510,000 $ 10,000
Federal funds
• Asst Supt assumes responsibility for Drug-free School's grant 
administration
• Offset Asst Supt general fund salary from Drug-free Schools
• Eliminate outside contract for that grant administration
• Curriculum Director assumes leadership responsibility for Title I, 
salary offset by federal funds
• Move day-to-day Title I coordination to a coordinator's 
position (K-12 administrative) under supervision of Currie Dir, 
paid for by federal funds
• Retirement - attrition savings • 3 retire and replace 5 45,000
• Eliminate remaining general fund support to Food Service 5 25,000
• Reduce PIR Costs (contract adjustment for third year) 5 133,000
11
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• Custodial Reduction (3.0 FTE)
• 1.0 at Hellgate, Big Sky Sl Sentinel
• Reduce Northwest Accreditation Budget
• Reduce central library service
• Reduce student supervisor by 1.0 FTE at Big Sky HS
• Other
• Adopt budget amendment for increased enrollment in 
1998-99 in order to purchase 1999-2000 supplies
Total Reduction S 547.500
Needed Reduction - Î  442.815
5 60.000
7,500
4,000
S 11,000 
S 252.000 
S 547.500
TO BE REALLOCATED SI 04,685
3. PRIORITIZED NEEDS WHICH MUST BE FUNDED; 
If Levy Does Not Pass:
Priormzed Needs Which Must be Funded (priority as o f  l/lS/99) 
locreaae Substitute pay 
Cover mcreased costs o f  MT Officials A s s il  
Cover increased cost o f  1.0 FTE @ Seeley (math/science)
Cover K-12 cost shifts o f 57%/43% split 
Cover extra-curricular cost o f JV Soccer
(JV soccer approved in 1998 for 1998-99.) Subtotal
Prioritized Needs to be Funded (priority as o f  I/lS/99) 
• Add 2.0 Deans at Dig Sky and Hellgate 
each in lieu of previous staffing o f 1.0 
Asst Prin at BSH and HHS
S 46.490 
4,700 
30,000 
10,000 
14.943 
S 106,133
Cost budgeted into total 
cost of 1999-2000 
salaries/benefits
4. ADDITIONAL PRIORITIZED NEEDS: If Levy Does Not Pass: 
Additional Needs to be Funded should 
additional revenue become available  ̂given remtxining 
unknowtts (listing as o f 1/18/99)
Restore custodians
Restore Student Supervisor
3.0 Network Technicians (BHS, HHS, SHS)
Increase student travel - regular instruction 
Short funds budgeted to cover expenditures, 
budget needs to be increased.
Increase student travel - extra-curricular activities 
Shon funds budget to cover expenditures, budget 
needs to be increased.
Instructional materials (supplies, repairs, replacement, textbooks 
& equipment) 1998-99 Cumculum Development priority areas
• science ($100,000)
• health enhancement ($25.(X)0)
Increase computer lab para-pro suppon by 1.5 FTE 
(.5 at aS ll.llllS . SIIS)
School Resource Officers (Match)
Any additional cenified staffing @ S 6J 00/section
increase athletic trainer pay (3.0 @ 54.463 ea BSH. HHS. SHS)
Reinstate Northwest Accrediutton funding
GRAND TOTAL
S 60,000 
11,000 
33,000
25.000 
need to increase 
99-2000 budget)
35.000
125,000
S 27,150 
50.000
13J89
7.500
5468,737
12
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Note: Each S100,000 o f reinvestment monies is distributed at approximately S26.02/student.
5. Recommendation on Early Notification of Retirement Dr. Kupilik
Background Information: Trustees requested administration present a proposal for an 
early notification incentive for employees who submit a letter of retirement from the 
District within a designated time period. Attached is a proposal fur consideration for 
action during the convencil portion ol the meeting.
Administrative Recommendation: Administration recommends Trustees take action to 
offer an early notification incentive as proposed.
13
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SPECIAL MEETING 
FEBRUARY 23,1999
Convene Special Meeting to take Action on Recommendations for Or. Kupilik
Balancing 1999-2000 Budgets - Elementary/Secondary 
1. Elementary
1. Administration Requests Direction Regarding Balancing Elementary 
Budget at 3.5% Increase
a.) Regarding school closure. Trustees may decide to consider the 
issue isolate o f naming any schools.
b.) If  Trustees consider any other schools for closure other than those 
previously recommended, administration requests Trustees conduct 
one more public hearing on Monday, March 1.1999 with action to 
be taken at the March 9,1999 Board meeting.
2. Administration Requests Direction Regarding Balancing Elementary 
Budget at 0% Increase
a.) Regarding school closure, Trustees may decide to consider the 
issue isolate of naming any schools.
b.) If  Trustees consider any other schools for closure other than those 
previously recommended, administration requests Trustees conduct 
one more public hearing on Monday, March 1, 1999 with action to 
be taken at the March 9,1999 Board meeting.
3. Administration Requests Board Direction to Proceed to Implement 
Options Directed Above in a Timely Manner
4. Administration Requests Board Direction Regarding Elementary Tuition 
Policy
5. Administration Requests Direction as to Elementary Contingency Amount 
from General Fund Reserves for 1999-2000
2. Secondary
1. Administration Requests Direction Regarding Balancing Secondary 
Budget at 1 J %  Increase
2. Administration Requests Direction Regarding Balancing Secondary 
Budget at 0%
3. Administration Requests Board Direction to Proceed to Implement 
^ t io n s  Directed Above in a Timely Manner
4. Administration Recommends Board Consider Public Hearing for Seeiey- 
Swan High School, Timely to the Election
5. Administration Requests Board Direction Regarding Secondary Budget 
Amendment (As legislative action is known, administration will request 
direction from the Board as to expenditure of already approved general 
fund budget amendment.)
7. Adjourn Dr. Kupilik
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MEMORANDUM
TO; BOARD OF TRUSTEES
FROM : MARY M. VAGNER. Superintendent o f Schools
DATE: FEBRUARY 5.1999
RE: DISCUSSION GUIDE REGARDING EDUCATIONAL ISSUES ASSOOATED
WITH SCHOOL CLOSURE
At the November 24. 1998 Board o f Trustees work session. Mike Maxwell. Principal o f Franklin
School, on behalf of the elementary principals, set forth the main discussion points for
consideration regarding maintaining all o f the K 5 schools, given shrinking cnrollmenL Those
points are summarized as follows and may serve as a guide for discussion Fdmiary 9,1999.
OVERALL:
• Student skill attainment levels and curriculum expectations are more complex today. 
Greater demands on students and teachers for ad^ting  curriculum.
• Increase in poverty level o f Missoula community places greater demand on students and 
teachers.
• Budget requests are sparse but do not diminish other needs that should be addressed.
• Direct budget requests are for increased discretionary funds, specific to more secretarial 
hours and technology.
• Most critical student relationship is that between the child and teacher.
• Smaller class sizes are critical to provide for more individual student attention.
• Library services are necessary and global component o f K-5 program; librarians assist 
with technology use, acquisition and research in general
• Physical education and vocal music teachers are critical to the elementary school 
program; loss o f them impacts program and classroom teachers.
DELIVERY IMPACTS OF DECUNING SCHOOL ENROLLMENTS:
• Forces combination grades for teachers and for students.
• Lack of grouping choices.
1
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• Multi-age may be option for some but number o f stafFparents do not view as option.
• One trarh<*r per grade level prohibits options o f placement o f children and teachers.
• Mixing children with others over several classrooms and spreading children having 
unique challenges for the teacher over several classrooms is no longer an option.
• Impact to staff as to duty rotations - - fiequency o f rotations increases with continuing 
loss o f moments of planning time, regrouping time, or time for some small group or one 
on one work with children - - rotations are more frequent each time staff shrinks.
• Smaller enrollments result in greater difficulty handling fluctuations in enrollments - - 
schools can’t absorb new students, imbalance o f class sizes with sister school across 
district, resulting in greater leveling.
ADMINISTRATIVE SHARING:
• Sharing administrator between two K-5 schools may impact a direct connection between 
what the principal is expected to do on a daily basis in carrying out the policies of the 
Board, the regulations o f the District and what happens day to day in terms of curriculum 
and instruction with teacher, students and parents.
• Safety concerns may be more compounded.
• Teachers and secretaries become responsible for administradon day to day when principal 
gone - - takes away from instnicdonal time.
• Principals statutorily responsible for student discipline, special education issues; legal 
responsibilities vested with principals in areas such as safety, abuse, legal, high risk 
parent, student, staff issues.
ITINERANT PERSONNEL:
Itinerant staff K-8 at approximately same staffing level as 1994-95. (Special education - 
psychologists, OT’s and PT’s, speech therrqiists; art, music, physical education and 
gifted)
Serve smaller number o f students K-5 but have limited opportunity to increase contact 
time due to travel time which remains same.
Still travel among the same number of buildings but serving fewer students per contact at 
building.
Travel time variable to be diminished allowing for greater contact time.
SHIFT RESOURCES:
Trustees asked administration to shift general fund expenditures to other funds.
Reducing number of schools K-5, and shifting transportation costs to transportation fund, 
general fund money can be redirected to address areas of educational need K-8 within 
whole o f the general ftmd budget.
Should transportation become general fund cost, reduces amount of general fund savings, 
maintains a savings, however.
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EQUITY OF RESPONSIBILITY;
• Work loads o f principal, librarian, secretary, custodian are unequal throughout K-5 
schools.
REINVESTMENT IN THE NEEDS OF W  STUDENTS EDUCA TIONAL PROGRAM:
• I low jji Uourd going to spend its resources, any currcnt/ncw resources to be redirected to 
areas already presented.
DEMOGRAPHIC PROJECTIONS:
• Continued enrollment decline K-5.
TRUSTEE PLANS TO RECOUP THE RESOURCES ALREADY SHIFTED OUT OF THE 
GENERAL FUND:
Building reserves 1996 & 1998.
Contingeney funds - protested taxes.
BARGAINING TIME UNES:
Union contracts open 1999-2000 for July 1,2000.
Impact to 6-8 and 9-12.
STAFFING IMPACTS:
Time lines personnel department must follow to address complex issues of staffing for 
next year.
District may be facing RIF of tenured teachers.
Staff reductions very serious and affect the livelihoods of people.
Employees need to know where stand and decisions need to be made early enough so 
people have time to look for other employment at prime teacher hiring time (April into 
June).
RIF complex process involving seeking retirements first, releasing non-tenured staff, 
reassigning tenured staff before begin RIF.
Time for RIF will be about two full months after above completed above - - about one 
month.
Time needed for notice, bumping, requests for hearing, conducting hearings of tenured 
staff, ultimately Board action on recommendation for termination, notification to the 
tenured staff aOectcd.
All governed by law and union contract and must be completed humanely, correctly, 
accurately and timely.
Board must have all action with notifications completed and delivered to all certified 
employees no later than June 1, the stamtory date set for such.
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QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER REGARDING SCHOOL CLOSURE:
t . What budget pian will the Board set forth to prepare for 0% increase if  that is the
outcome o f any state or local vote that may not be scheduled until June 8, 1999?
2. If  legislature and voters approve 3-1/2% to 4% new money, where should any 
current/new money be allocated for today and the future based on the needs of all the 
students K-8. How does this relate to school closure?
3. If  legislature and voters approve something between 0% and 3-1/2% new money, where
should any current/new money be allocated for today and the future based on the needs of
all the students K-8? How does this relate to school closure?
4. Is Board going to make decisions by the end o f February so that the community and the 
employees know what plans are, depending on levels of funding? (Action on staffing 
needs to move forward so as not to leave the Board legally and financially liable for 
inaction or running out o f time.)
MMV/tmg
c Administrative Team
CONSIDERATIONS FOR SCHOOL CLOSURE
Nolc: The can ldcn tloa i ere Iblcd bdow wllheut any particahr order of priority.
AREA A
1. School BttlWIng and Site CapacHv
ConsiflcratioD Roosevelt Paxson Lewis Sl Clark Russell
Bldg7Sq. Ft. 37.700 52.230 57.200 41.400 + 5.500
Playground 2.3 acres 2.1 acres 10 acres 6 acres
Current Classrooms 16 18 24 25
Additional space which 
could be converted to 
classrooms/specialty rooms
1 - stage 4 - computer rm. project rm. 
multi purpose (2)
3 - stage, multi-purpose nn. 
(2)
1 - stage
Classrooms needed with 
restructuring:
A. Roosevelt Closure
B. Russell Closure
0
IS
17
18
20
21
17
II. Mi4 EnraMmfiit PnWom#
Current Enrollment 197 267 409 271
Students Curreittly Living in 
Attendance Area
186 289 359 231
5 year Enrollment Projection 
(w/o restructuring)
214 222 423 250
00
CoQsidcnilion Roosevelt Poison Lewis & Clork Russell
Loss of Students 1991-98 -93 -45 -178 (significant U o f these 
was due to reassignment of 
University housing to PX)
-295 (the qiajorit}' o f these 
were reassigned to Chief 
Charlo in 1994)
Projected Loss of Students 
1998-2003
+17 -45 +14 -21
Estimated Enrollment (w/ 
restructuring) 1999-2000
287 331-379 457-496 356
III. BttHdtof Ate. CopdUton. m d  loM B Y tata tt
Building Dates 1954 1992 1955.67 1963.89
Cost of Improvements 
Needed (5-7 years)
$65.000 0 $150,000 $78.000
ADA Accessibility 2*̂  Floor not accessible 100% accessible 2*̂  floor not accessible Main bidg. 100% - modulan 
not accessible
Major cost of modifications 
due to restructuring
0 0 0 0
IV. TilwiMtrtltigil
Current number of busses 0 0 3 0
Additional busses needed if 
one school closes
2-$48.000 
1 - RO students to PX 
1 - Univ. to LC
NA NA 2-48,000 
RU students to LC
Number of students who live 
in area and walk to school
100% 100% 264 100%
Number who will be bussed 
with restructuring
110 to PX with RO closure 
86 to LC with RO closure
NA NA 191 to LC with RU closure 00Ol
CoDsIdcralioD Roofcvcll PaisoB Lewis & Clark Russell
Allendancc Area Boundary 
Consideralions
• Sludcnis living east 
of Stephens within 
walking distance of 
PX
•  All othen would 
likely require bussing 
(1 new bus routes)
•  If RO closed will 
need crossing guard 
at Brooks
•  Most university 
housing students 
attend LC if RO 
closes
•  Northern area located 
within walking 
distance lo PX if  RU 
closes
•  Students east of 
Russell may be 
within walking 
distance of LC
•  All othen will likely 
require bussing (2 
new bus routes)
V. Ÿ n m m  iP B iti  M üA a i ta h
Impact on Program Delivery •  SLP moved to south •  May qualify for Title •  Multi-age remains as •  SLP moved to south
hills area 1 w/RO students plus choice option area school
# Possible loss o f Title some of the Univ. •  Retain SLP •  Students will lose
1 services 1 students Title 1 services
•  ‘ Hearing impaired •  Students will attend a
moved to PX different middle
•  Resource may utilize school than iheir
the project room peers
•  : Title 1 (if qualified)
will use current
computer room
m
Coosltlcralloa loosevcii Paison Lewis & C lark Russell
Piogfam space analysis: Space analysis applied If Space analysis If Russell Space analysis If Russell or Space analysis applied If
Russell closes OR Roosevelt closes Roosevelt closes RooseveM closes
music Accommodate Accommodate Accommodate Accommodate
tcsoutce Accommodate Accommodate Accommodate Accommodate
s c repiacemeni classes Accommodate Accommodate Accommodate Accommodate
hot lunch Accommodate In gym Accommodate Accommodate Accommodate In gym
Title 1 Accommodate Curr docs not qualify but 
will accomlf qualified
Does not quality Accommodate
Accommodate
family tesource Accommodate No family resource currcnily No family resource currently Accommodate
computer lab Accommodate No lab in place currently No lab in place currently Accommodate
00
N
VI. Savipgs MÛ Cosi»
Note: Savings are approilmatcly Ibe same because savings are primarily penonneL
Considcralion Roosevelt Paxson Lewis & Clark Russell
Personnel
Additional costs for 
custodial and utilities are 
lactored into the savings so 
Tor example, elementary 
schools have from 15 to 
1.75 FTE custodians but 
only 1 FTE savings is 
identified. The FTE balance 
will be assigned to schools 
lliat increase substantially in 
enrollment
Principal • 1 FTE 
Librarian -1 FTE 
Secretary -1 FIE 
Custodian - 1 FTE 
Teacher -1 FTE
$151,200
NA NA Principal ! FTE 
Librarian -1 FTE 
Secretary -1 FI E 
Custodian * 1 FTE 
Teacher -1 FTE
$151,200
Utilities
Savings for utilities are 
factored at 70% of current 
expenditures with the 
assumption that there is a 
cost of about 30% for 
maintaining minimal heat. 
Snow removal and lawn care 
will be done with existing 
personnel.
$16,990 NA NA $20,649
Costs Bussing - $48,000 
Moving - $10,000
NA NA Bussing • $48.000 
Moving - $10.000
CD
00
VII. O îh tr
CoDsidcratton Roosevelt Paison Lewis & Clark Russell
Free and Reduced Meals 43% 32% 13% 39%
Sister School Relationship • RU. CC, CS are part 
of a sister school 
relationship
• RU can take future 
overflow from CC 
andCS
00CÛ
AREA B
Consideration Franklin llawlhome Dickinson
BidgVSq. Ft. 38.040 44.000 37,800
Playground 1.9 acres 4.6 acres 4.5 acres
CutTcnl Classrooms 17 15 17
Additional space which could be 0 5 4
converted to classrooms/specialty Multi-purpose (2) Multi-purpose (2)
rooms Classroom (1) Stage (1)
Stage (1) Classroom (1)
Lib. Work room (1)
Classrooms needed with
restructuring
A. Franklin Closure 0 15 16
B. Hawthorne Closure 14 0 16
C. Dickinson Closiue 14 15 0
II. Histonr and EnrollmtPt Proletttens
Current Enrollment 262 217 305
Students Currently Living In 
Attendance Area
259 175 312
5 Year Emollmenl Projection (w/o 
restructuring!
247 167 282
Loss of Students 1991-98 -117 -72 -33
Projected Loss of Students 1998- 
2003
-15 -50 -23
§
Coosidcnlion FraoMin lUwthoroc Dickioson
Estimated Enrolimeol 
w/restnicturing
308-334 344-354 344-354
111. Building Age. CoodlHon «nd ImproYcinenti
Building Date 1916.35.37,52,74 1952,76 1960,66
Improvements Needed (5-7 years) 895,000 $102,000 $114,000
ADA Accessibility 5 classrooms not accessible 2 classrooms not accessible 100% accessible
Major cost of Modifications due to 
restructuring
0 $10-12,000 $10-12.000
IV . Tnin»port>tiou
Current busses 1 am
2 pm
lam
2-pm
2-am
4-pm
Additional busses needed if one 
school closes
2 additional - 48,000 2 additional - 48,000 2 additional - 48,000
Number of students who live in area 
and walk to school
239 100 212
Number of students wtio will be 
bussed with restructuring
20 - no change 175 • the entire HA attendance area 
loDK
169 - DK students who live north of 
3'  ̂to HA
S
CD
CoosldcralloD Franklin Hawthorne Dickinson
Attendance Area Boiuidary 
Considerations
•  Boundary compact with 
school located in the center
• Students above 14"* may be 
within walking distance of 
D!
•  Students south of 14* would 
likely require busing to HA
• Boundary large but 
contiguous
•  If closed, likely all students 
will require busing to Dl
• Boundary split with 48% of 
students bussed through FR 
area from JF area
•  Students south of 3*̂  within 
walking distance to FR
• Students nortli of 3'  ̂would 
likely require busing to HA
V. Stvlpgs mod Costa
Nolc: Savings arc approilmalcly the tame because savings art primarily persouocL
Personnel Principal -1 FTE Principal -1 FTE Principal -1 FTE
Librarian - 1 FT E Librarian -1 FT E Librarian -1 FTE
' Secretary -1 FTE Secretary -1 FTE Secretary -1 FTE
Custodian > 1 FTE Custodian -1 FfE Custodian -1 FTE
Teacher -1 FTE Teacher -1 FTE Teacher -1 FTE
Additional costs for custodial and 
utilities are factored into tlie savings 
so for example, elementary schools 
have from 15 to 1.75 FTE 
custodians but only 1 FTE savings 
is identified. Ibe FTE balance will 
be assigned to schools that increase 
substantially in enrollment.
$151,200 $151,200 $151,200
CoDSldcrallon Franklin Hawthorne Dickinson
Utilities
Savings for utilities are factored at 
70% of cuirent expenditures with 
the assumption that there is a cost of 
about 30% for maintaining minimal 
heal. Snow removal and lawn care 
will be done with existing 
personnel.
$18.858 $20,689 $20,001
Costs Bussing • $48.000
Moving - $10,000 (one time cost)
Bussing - $48,000
Moving • $10,000 (one time cost)
Bussing • $48,000
Moving • $ 10,000 (one time cost)
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VI. ErPBnffüm fturt A n th a li
Considération Franklin Ilawlbome Dickinson
Impact on Program Delivery Retains Even Start 
Retains Family Resource 
Center but shares space witb 
music
Retains Title I 
Adequate space for 
Resource and Title I 
FR now at maximum 
capacity
Move significant needs 
classroom to another school 
in south area 
Future of Read Well 
program uncertain 
Combine ESL program with 
DK
Retain Title I 
Extended resource now at 
DK located in two rooms of 
approximately 550-625 sq. 
n. (split existing classroom) 
llA now at maximum 
capacity
Future of school-wide Title 1 
program uncertain 
Combine ESL program with 
HA
Retain Title I but program 
may change
Extended resource now at 
DK in two separate full size 
classrooms move to two 
rooms of approximately 600 
sq A. each (divide current 
multi purpose room) 
Flagship budget redone to 
add after school bus if DK 
closes
DK can expand one room
Program Space Analysis
music
resource
s e. replacement classes
hot lunch 
Title I
family resource
computer lab
Space analysis applied If HA or 
Dl closed 
Share with FRO 
Accommodate 
Ho replacement classes
Accommodate on stage/gym
Accommodate
Family resource share w/muslc if 
IIA closes
No lab in place currently
Space analysis If FR or Dl closed
Accommodate In MR room 
Accommodate
Accommodate by div. classroom
Accommodate in gym
Accommodate
Accommodate
No lab in place currently
Space analysis applied If FR or 
IIA closed
Accommodate
Accommodate
Maybe no space for s.e. If FR closes
Accommodate
Accommodate in gym
Accommodate
Accommodate
Accommodate
I I
V II. Q ih fl:
CoDsideratioo FnoM in Hawlhoine DickiDson
Free and Reduced Meals 74% 45% 66%
f •
CDU\
( ( <
OpIloD A: K 5 at Jumbo and Lowell (rcstniclure boundaries)
Oplton D: K-5 at Jumbo (all Prescott students)
Option Cî K 4 at Jumbo (Pres. 4'^) K 5 at Lowell (Pres. 5tb) AREA C Schools: Mount Jumbo
Option D: K 2 at Jumbo and 3-5 at Lowell Lowell
(not reform atted: prevloualy Prescott
presented to  the Board)
Considerations ilount Jumbo Lowell Prescott
Size ot School (sq. A ) 39,200 41,275+ 2,375 24,240
Playground Size 5.3 acres 3.8 acres 2.3 acres
Tolri Classrooms 16 20 8
Classrooms Needed Option A - 16 Option A - 17 NA
Option B - 19 Option B -14
Option C - 16 Option C - 17
Option D -19 Option D - 17
Current Enrollment (Jan. 1999) 293 275 169
5 Year Enrollment Projection 255 184 132
Based on Current Enrollment
K 5 MOPS Students Actually Living 308 318 169
in Attendance Area (not the same as
enrollment)
Free/Reduced % of Enrollment 27% 76% 23%
Closure - Title I Does ool qualify under any option Will qualify under all options NA
Age of Building 1979 1909,35.60 1951
Needed Improvements (5-7 years) '
a. general $55,000 $170,000 $70,000
b (ire marshal 20.000 87,000 25.000
c. ADA (does not include 10,000 75,000 20,000
elevator) —___
%
)
ConsideritioDS tfounl Jumbo Lowell Prescott
Building Modifications to 
Accommodate New Plan
A - None
B - T 4  modular classrooms 
C - None 
D - None
A - None 
B • None 
C - None 
D-None
NA
Analysis of space needed to 
accommodate identified programs: 
music 
resource
S.E. replacement classes 
hot lunch 
Title 1
family resource 
oilier
computer lab
Accommodate
Accommodate
Cannot accommodate
Accommodate in gym
Does not qualify
No family resource currently
NA
No lab In place currently
Accommodate
Accommodate
Accommodate
Accommodate in gym
Accommodate
Acconunodate
NA
May not be able to accommodate
Attendance Area Boundary 
Considerations
A - Rattlesnake Valley would be 
divided between two clem, schools 
B - Continuity for Rattlesnake 
Valley and E. Missoula students 
C - Rattlesnake Valley, E Missoula 
5* graders attend Lowell one year 
only
D - Rattlesnake Valley, E. Missoula 
and Lowell attendance areas 
combined into one area coterminous 
with Rattlesnake MS attendance area
A • Lowell attendance area expanded 
to Rattlesnake Valley 
B • No change 
C - No change
D - Rattlesnake Valley, E. Missoula 
and Lowell attendance area 
combined into one area coterminous 
with Rattlesnake MS attendance area
H  (g
( ( (
Considérations Mount Jumbo Lowell Prescott
Savings Not recommended for closure Not recommended for closure principal $27,500
librarian 15,000
secretary 16,700
custodian 19,500
utilities n m
$93,700
Costs A • None A • None Moving costs $10,000
B - 3 4 modulara $190,000-210,000 B - None
C - None C - None
D - Bussing - $120,000 D - None
1 5
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I. Sgbtfftl BwtWifte Ç m tH x.
AREA D
CoDsidcratioQ Chief Charlo Cold Springs Russell
BldgJSq. F t 61,090 47,300 41,400 + 5,500
Playground 14 acres 5 6 acres 6 acres
Current Classrooms 22 26 25
Additional space which could be 
converted to classrooms/specialty 
rooms
NA NA I - stage
Classrooms needed with 
restructuring
NA NA 17
II. Hhiffnr nofl EnraHnifBltplwttgiii
Current Enrollment 451 396 271
Students Currently Living in 
Attendance Area
437 423 231
5 year Enrollment Projection (w/o 
restructuring)
472 396 250
Loss of Students 1991-98 +456 -203 (the majority of these were 
reassigned to Chief Charlo in 1994)
-295 (the majority of these were 
reassigned to Chief Charlo in 1994)
Projected Loss of Students 1998-
2000
+21 0 •21
Estimated Enrollment 
(w/restructuring) 1999-2000
NA NA 356
;v
co
CD
III. Buildjpg Aee.C0DdWon mod Improvemciitt
Consideration Chief Charlo Cold Springs Russell
Building Dates 1995 1930 1963.89
Cost of Improvements Needed (5*7 
years)
NA NA $78,000
ADA Accessibility 100% 3 classrooms not accessible Main building • 100% (modulars not 
accessible)
Major cost of modifications due to 
restructuring
NA 0
IV. I t iq f ç ç tm if tB
Current number of busses NA NA 0
Additional busses needed if one 
school closes
NA NA 2
Number of students who live in area 
and walk to school
NA NA 100%
Number who will be bussed with 
restructuring
NA NA 191 to LC witb RU closure
Attendance Area Boundary 
Considerations
NA NA Students east of Russell may be 
within walking district of LC 
All others will likely require bussing 
(2 new bus routes)
RU positioned to take fixture 
overflow from Linda Vista and 
South Hills areas
/7 oo
V.
Note: Savings are approiimatcly the same becanse savings are primarily personnel
Consideration Chief Charlo Cold Springs Russell
Personnel
Additional costs for custodial and 
utilities are factored into the savings 
so for example, elementary schools 
have from 1.5 to 1.75 FTE 
custodians but only 1 FTE savings is 
identified. The FTE balance will be 
assigned to schools that increase 
substantially in enrollment
NA NA Principal -1 FTE 
Librarian -1 FI E 
Secretary -1 FTE 
Custodian -1 FTE 
Teacher -1 FTE
$151,200
Utilities
Savings for utilities arc factored at 
70% of current expenditures with the 
assumption that there is a cost of 
about 30% for maintaining minimal 
heal. Snow removal and lawn care 
will be done with existing personnel
NA NA $20,649
Costs NA NA Bussing • $48,000 
Moving • $10,000
VI. E cfig n a i
Coosideralion Chief Charlo Cold Springs Russell
Impact on Program Delivery NA
I
NA • SLP moved to south area 
school
•  Students will lose Title 1 
services
•  Students will attend a 
different middle school than 
their peers
Program Space Analysis NA NA
music
resource
s.e. replacement classes 
hot lunch 
Title 1
family resource 
computer lab
Accommodate
Accommodate
Accommodate
Accommodate
Accommodate
Accommodate
Accommodate
VII. Qibii:
Free and Reduced Meals 30% 12% 39%
Sister School Relationship NA NA • RU. CC, CS are part o f a 
sister school relationship
•  RU can take future overflow 
from CC and CS
1 9
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Mary M. Vogner. Superintendent________________________________
215 South Sixth West MisaauiaMTS9801 406/728-2400 Fac406/S42-4009
TO: Maiy M. Vagner, Superintendent
FROM: W .M j[j|^ a lto n , Director o f Personnel
DATE: i y f i ^ 2 3 , 1999
RE: Early Notification o f Retirement
In order to encourage early notification o f retirement to the District, an employee who submits a 
letter by March 15,1999 of his/her retirement from the District with TRS or PERS with that 
retirement effective on or before June 30, 1999 will receive a one»time payment o f SI 500.00 
(less appropriate deductions) on or before June 30,1999. Guidelines for 1RS and PERS 
retirement eligibility are as follows:
TRS PERS
1. 25 years service, regardless o f age I. 30 years service, regardless o f age
2. 5 years service and at least 50 2. 5 years service and at least 60
PERS EARLY RETIREMENT
1. 25 years service, regardless o f age
2. 5 years service and at least 50
Advantages:
1. Positions available for displaced employees are defined and available for others to choose 
from in a  timely manner.
2. Savings from retirements will be known in a timely manner for budget planning.
D isa d  v an tag es?
1. Given staffing timelines, i f  early notification is set too late, there is no advantage to 
early notification.
2. The incentive may not be large enough reward for early notification.
3. Legislative action on two key bills may interfere wiüi early notification:
a) HB 72 is designed to guarantee a cost o f living increase to retired teachers.
b) HB 118 is designed to reduce or eliminate certain provisions o f the Tax 
laws that impact retiring teachers.
Considerations:
We give this incentive to all employees who retire from the District vdto have met the above 
qualifying criteria.
Set the date o f notification by March 15,1999. Once a staff member submits a letter of early 
notification o f retirement and it is accepted by the Board; there will be no reconsideration.
A ppendix 2: A ctivity Logs for Franklin School
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01 01 99 TO 01 31 99 FRANKLIN 12/29/98
.#
907
LOCATION 1. 
020 GYM
CONTACT FÉRSON ' 
LEWANDOWSKI JULI
1
DATE
1/1/99
START TIMEi 
3.00:00 PM
Mr s
1
PLEASE
ebM pLÉtIB j
X ONE COLUN
BANqÊITVë;
H ONLY 1
' oSéÀNizAîioM W ïSW -
FLAGSHIP PROJECT
INdlbëHfRMRôRT
74Ô 020 VAGNER. MARY
â ü m s îRô Ng ; stüârt
1/1/99 8:00:00 AM 15 y  ■ XMAS HOLIOAY-NO bldg  Us e
765 Ô20FRC 1/4/99 3:00.00 PM 3 A CAMPFIRE ÀFT/SCHOOL
833 020 MUSIC k ir scM LYNN 
LËWÀNDÔWSKiJÜtr' 
Lëw âNd ô w sk U üU ■
ARMSTRONG. S fÜ Â R r
tË w Â N D 6vi«K ljüLr“
1/4/99 3:30:00 PM 1.5 *1 FLAGSNIP kAST THEATER
907 020 GYM 1/4/99 3:00:00 PM 1 n FLAGSHIP PROJECT .
Ô1Ô 020 LOCKER RMS 1/4/99 3:30:00 PM 1.5 L FLAGSHIP kA ST..............
765 020 FRC 1/5/99 3:00:00 PM 3 V ca m pfirê  aft/s c Hô o L
907 020 GYM 1/5/99 3:00:00 PM 1 FLAGSHIP PROJECT
909 020 LIB lëw àNd ô w sk I JüLi 
lëw â n d ô w sKIj ü ü “  
LËWÂNDÔWSR|jOU“  
ARMSTRONG: SÎÜÂRT
1/5/99 3:30:00 PM 1.5 FLAGSHIP POETRY
914 02Ô LOCKER RMS 1/5/99 3:30:00 PM 0.45 'i FLAGSHIP TUTORING
9Ô8 020 MUSIC 1/5/99 3:30:00 PM 1.5 1 f La g sMIp Ar T
765 020 FRC 1/6/99 3:00 00 PM 3 y câ m pfIr ë a f t /s c Mô ô l
833 020 MUSIC Wr s c H LyNN 
LËWÀNDÔWSKI m i "  
LËWÀNDÔWSKUUU" 
lËWÂNDÔWSK|jÜLÏ“  
î h ô Ms ë H s HâNô N ■ 
Ar m st r o n g ; STUART
cAMiLUcIlRis----------
L È w A N D ôw sK nuC r'
Léw ANd ô w sk IJÜLT”
LËwANDÔWSKljÜLl“
1/6/99 3:30:00 PM 1.5 • 1 FLAGSHIP KAST tHËÂTËR" ■ ■
Old 020 LOCKER RMS 1/6/99 3:30:00 PM 1.5 1 FLAGSHIP KAST
9Ô9 020 LIB 1/6/99 3:30:00 PM 1.5 - -  1 FLAGSHIP POETRY
907 020 GYM 1/6/99 3:00.00 PM 1 \  . FLAGSHIP PROJECT
957 020 GYM 1/6/99 4:59:00 PM 1 SCOUTS g Irl
765 020 FRC 1/7/99 2:00:00 PM 4 X CAMPFIRE AFT/SCHOOL
880 020 GYM 1/7/99 6:30:00 PM 1.5 V yoUtH 1 IOMES
9Ô8 020 MUSIC 1/7/99 3:30:00 PM 1.5 FLAGSHIP ART
907 020 GYM 1/7/99 3:00:00 PM 1 7. FLAGSHIP PROJECT
914 020 LOCKER RMS 1/7/99 3:30:00 PM 0.45 *7 f La g sHip  tUto riNg
937 020 FRC s Anô ëLLc Arl 1/7/99 11:00:00 AM 0.5 — Ao ËD f Rc  ha nd s WÔRIQPLAŸ-
765
907
020 FRC 
Ô2ÔGYM.......
Ar m st r o n g . s TOart 
LÈw A N ô ô w s k iJ Ü P "
1/8/99
i/6/99
3:00:00 PM 
3:00 ÔÔPM
3
i
y .
---------------------- ------------ càMp f ir e a ë t /s c Hool  
FLÂGSHiP PROJECT----------------
-------- . . .  — , .
1 908 020 MUSIC Lew a n d o w sk I jüLI 1/8/99 3:3Ô:5Ôp M 1.5 9 FLAGSHIP ART
765 020 FRC ARMSTRONG, STDARr 1/11/99 3:00:00 PM 3 V CAMPFIRE AFT/SCHOOL
833 020 MUSIC k ir scM Lynn 1/11/09 3:30:00 PM 1.5 1 FLAGSHIP kA sf tHËAtÈR
910 020 LOCKER RMS Léw àn oo w ski ju lI 1/11/99 3.30.00 PM 1.5 FLAGSHIP KAST
907 020 GYM LËwANôÔwskI JüO 1/11/99 3:00:00 PM 1 -I FLAGSHIP PROJECT
775 020 GYM MilLÊR. ROGËR 1/11/99 6:30:00 PM 1.5 YMCA 5 6 PRACTICE
70S 020 FRC Ar m st r o n g . STüARf 1/12/99 3:ÔÔ:Ô0 PM 3 cAMp f Ir ë Aft/s c Ho oL'
1038 Ô2Ô GYM bLa cK sü ë 1/12/99 6:30:00 PM 1.5
------ ----------
FRC F AM ACT NT
907 020 GYM lEW ANbowski JuLI ÎM2/99 3:00:00 PM 1 fla g sh ip  p r o je c t
914 020 LOCKER RMS Lëw ANd o w sk I JÜLI 1/12/99 3:30:00 PM 0.45 FLAGSHIP TUIORING
909 020 LIB LEWANDOWSkI JULl 1/12/99 3:30:00 PM 1.5 FLAGSHIP POETRY
908 020 MUSIC LÊwANDOWSkiJüLI 1/12/99 3:30:00 PM 1.5 FLAGSHIP ART
765 020 FRC ARMsTRoNoTsTUART 1/13/99 3:00:00 PM 3 y CAMPFIRE AFT/SCHOOL
851 020 GYM EVANS RICK 1/13/99 8:01.00 PM 1.5 — adUlt Rask etRALL
:33 020 MUSIC kîR scH L Y N N "' 1/13/09 3:30:00 PM 1.5 FLAGSHIP kAST THEATER
otn
01-0109 TO 01-31-09 FRANKUN 12^9/90
■ « “'i LOCATION
010 OWLOCKÈRRM8
907 020 GYM
009 020 UB
775 02ÔGŸM "
957 020 GYM
765 020 FRC
880 020 GYM
007 020 GYM
014 02ÔLÔCKËRRWR
000 020 MUSIC
037 020 FRC
765 020 FRC
008 020 MUSIC
007 020 GYM
774 020 GYM
007 020 GYM
740 020
765 020 FRC
007 020 GYM
014 02ÔLÔCKËRRMS
008 020 MUSIC
000 020 LIB
765 020 FRC
851 020 GYM
833 020 MUSIC
010 020LbCKËR RM8
009 Ô20lÎB
007 020 GYM
775 020 GYM
057 020 GYM
765 020 FRC
880 020 GYM
007 .020 GYM
ëÔ8 020 MUSIC
014 020 LOCKER RM8
037 020 FRC
765 020FRC
007 020 GYM
008 020 MUSIC
774 020 GYM '
CONTACT pe r so n  d a té ' I
LiwÂNbowskijùLi
LgwÀH55v^RnJÜLI“~
LiwÂNôôv^Kf30[f~
MILLER: RôôÊR------
tH5MsëHsHÂRôN“ “ 
ÂRMsfRôNSrsTOÂRr 
cÂMILLIcHRis 
LEwÂNGôwsRfmi—  
LlwÂHô8w§RnüLr~ 
LlwÂHDÔwsRnüCn 
SÂNGÊLLCÂRC 
âRmsîRôNô^TUàRT 
lÊWÂNDôwsRIlüLI 
LEWÂNGôwsRrMi 
MILLIr,'RôoeR
LEwÂNGowsRnOCT
vÂoNEKMÂRŸ------
ÂRM§îRôHô;sîOÂRr
LrwÂNoôvvsRrJULn
LÉwÂNBôwgRnULf
LEWÂNôôvî RnULI-
LÊWÂRôôWsRnutr
ÂRM§TRôMS:^TüÂRf
ÊvÂHsRick-------------
RIr s c HLÿ R H------------
LEwÂNBôv(@RI3UL|—
LlwÂHBôvv§RnüU~
LIwÂN6ôwsRllUU~
MILLiR;^ÔGÊR-------
îHôMsËHsHÂRôH '  
ÂRMstRoNo:§TUÂRf 
cÂ M iLU cHR iS"^ 
lËWÂNGôwsRfJUU 
lËwANGôlÂSRimi 
LlwÂNBôv^RnuU 
sÂHBlttcÂRi:—  
ÂRMsfRôR5;§TQÂRf 
rÊwÂRBôwsRrmr“  
LIv^ÂNBôwsRIlUU 
MiLCÈRrRôGtR—
1/13/09
î/iâmô
i / i W
ï /1 3 ^
i/ismg
i/H /oi
i/H/ôê
1/H/9Ô
1 / i m
Î/Î4/B9
1/14/09
ri/iŝ ô
1/15/09
i/ismô
î/iS/99
l/iO/99
i / i W
î/iO/09
i/io/ôô
l/iO/09
i/iomë
î / i W
î«0/99
î/20/99
Î/2Ô/99
îÆÔmô
Î/2Ô/99
i/2Ôg9
iÔ(WQ9
1/2Ô/09
i/2 îm
i/2Î/09
Î/2Î/99
ini/99
1/21/09
IÔi/99
1/22/99
1/22Â9
1/22W
1Ô2Â9
PLEASE X ONE COLUMN ONLY
e m m m
3:30:00 PM 
30000PM
3:30:00 PM 
0:30:00 RM 
4:59 ÔÔPM 
2:00:ÔÔPM
6:30:00 PM 
3ÆO:OOPM 
3:30:00 PM
3:30:00 PM 
ÎÎOÔiooÂM 
3:00:00 PM 
J:3ÔiÔÔPM 
3.ÔÔ:ÔÔp M
6:30:00 PM 
3:00:00 PM
ëg&oo/üi
1:00:ÔÔPM 
IjOaô M 
1|30:WPM 
3:30:00 PM 
3:30:00 PM 
3:00:00 PM 
^  01:00 PM 
OSÔîÔ̂M 
1:3Ô:Ô0PM
3:3Ô:WPM 
3:00:00 PM 
6:30:00 PM 
4|»:a0PM 
'300:ÔÔ PM 
~6:3Ô:ÔÔPM 
3:00:ÔÔPM 
3:30:roPM 
3:30:00 PM
lîirooo^
*3:00:mPM 
3ÔÔ00PM 
3:3Ô:0ÔPM 
6:30:00 PM
15
1
1 5
1.5
i
" 4
15
645
15
0.5
3
T.5
”î
1
Î6
3 
—1 
0.45
1.5
1.5 
3
15
i!s
3:5
1.5 
" i
_1J
1
15
Ô.4S
65
1.6
xr
K
3 "
_ _ 2 _ .  1
“1C"
1
. - - —
"  ~7
 **___
 cC-----
to S tf iF T o is î
fKGsHiPPRôjËcî--------
FLâgsHIPPô ê îRÿ ----------------
ŸMBAMPRÂmieF--------
sc ô üTs g Ir L ' ' ~   —
cÂBipFiRgÂPîÆcHôôL------
ŸôüîffRôMIë”  .....
FtÂGSRiFPRBJlcr-------------
fCAôsHIRIÜfôRiHB------------
PRôgHiPTlRî---------------------
ÂB ËBPRc MâRBS woÂKfiÂŸ
cÂHPFIReÂPTSeHBôi-----
Pttggliraî— ..........
FDiGSHIPPRôJÊCT*
ŸMcÂlieRRRÇncË
F K s g H iP p R ô æ e r*  ..
hôhbaÿ-m .i: rin5 “ ..................
cAMPPIRgÂPï^BHBBL--------
fR ô SMIPPRBJEc î ................
PDÏ6SHIP1ÜÎÔRIM9' ---------
PttôSHIPÂRî--------------------
PCABsHIPPôfîRŸ---------------
CÂMPPIPgAPÎÆcHôôL
ÂBULfWRÊTmi" .
FUcgRIP RSSnHÊAîËR "  ’ 
p[AG§HiPRÂ§r
fIâgSRIPPôI î Rv  -----
flÂ Q sH IPP nôJË cf'...........
ŸM cAllPRÂcîici--------------
scôU fsB IR L  -----------
cÂMPMRgÂPf/scHôôl ------
YôUiHIiôMËS ............ ....
FtÂGsHIP PROJECT  ■
ËlÂcsUIPÂRî ............ .
fIâ ôsHIPTÜïô RIRô
ÂB EB FRc f iÂRBs WôRKïPlÂŸ
câMp FIREâFî /sc MôôL
FlÂ G sR iPPR ôJÊ cf----------------
FIâ g sMIPâRF 
vMc â m
8
01-01-99 TO 01-31-99 FRANKLIN 12̂ 9/98
#
"765
833
910
9Ô7
775
765
9Ô7
914
9Ô9
9Ô8
765
851
833
907
809
9ÎÔ
775
957
765
880
907
9Ô8
9Î4
765
9Ô7
9ÔB
774
liV3|
\ m
m
losi>
m
Im
location  v.;
020 FRO 
020 MUSIC 
020 LOCKER RMS 
020 GYM"___
■ Ô2ÔGŸM
%Ô2ÔFRC ' 2
■ Ô2ÔGYM' 
MÔlÔCkËRRMS
020 LIB _  
Ô2ÔMÜSiC 
"Ô2ÔFRC
020 GYM 
020 MUSIC ' 
Ô2Ô GYM 
020 LIB 
OM LOCKER R ^
02ÔGYM___
" Ô2Ô GYM
; contact PENsoN
ARMSTRONG, STUART 
kiRScRCŸNfi-------------
ew aR d ô w sk i jULI 
LËw Â N oôw skim i
WilLÊR,ROGËR ■
A rm s tro n g .  STUÂRt 
LËwANoôvvski m r  
LËwÂNDôwsRi jü L l' * 
lËwÂND ôwsRîlüLr ■ 
tËw Â N 5ôw sK ijüLr~ 
A rm s tro n g ,  s t ü a r t
ËVANS RICK
020 FRC _  
Ô2Ô GYM
 Ô2ÔGŸM__
Ô2ÔMÜSiC
Ô2ÔL0CKÊRRMS
020 FRC 
Ô2ÔGYM
_  020 MUSIC__
■ 02ÔGYM‘
15",
I s __
. . . .
-  * » . . .  m
Rîr s c H I ÿ n N  ...........
lËWÂNDÔWSRnÜU ■ 
L êvvândôw W JülI ' 
LÊwÂN5ôwsRITüLr‘ 
MiLLÊ‘R,'RÔGËR---------
rriôMsËN sHârôN ■
ÂRMSTRÔNGTSTÜART
cÂ M iLU cH Ris-----------
tÊWÂNDÔVVSRÏ JUtr 
lë w â n ô ô v ÿ s R I  JÜLf " 
tËWÂRDÔWSKi J ü i r  
A r m s t r o n g ;  sTüÂRT
lËWÂNDÔWSKi J Ü Ü ' 
LÊW ÂNDÔVVSRjjOa'' 
MüI ê r : r ô g ê r --------
MT6̂
1/25/99 3:00:00 PM 3
1/25/99 3.30.00 PM 1.5
1/25/99 3:30:00 PM 15
1/25/99 3:00:00 PM 1
1/25/99 6:30.00 PM 1.5
1/26/99 3:00:00 PM 3
1/26/99 3:00:00 PM 1
1/28/99 3:30:00 PM 045
1/26/99 3:30:00 PM 1.5
1/26/99 3:30:00 PM 15
1/27/99 3:00:00 PM 3
1/27/99 8:01:00 PM 1.5
1/27/99 "3.%ÔÔPM 15
1/27/99 3:00:00 PM 1
1/27/99 3:30:00 PM 1.5
1/27/99 3:30:00 PM 1.5
1/27/99 6:30:00 PM 1.5
1/27/09 4:5Ô.CÔPM 1
1/28/99 2:00:00 PM 4
1/28/99 6g0:00 PM 1.5
1/28/09 3:00:00 PM 1
1/28/99 3:30:00 PM 1.5
1/28/99 3:30:00 PM 0.45
1/29/99 3:00:00 PM 3
1/29/99 3:00.00 PM 1
1/29/99 3:30:00 PM 1.5
1/29/99 6 30:00 PM 3
/ • S ‘%
frM 4
/-Vf . 7'̂
7 - /4 ÿ
ŸiJpjrâÿt*^
7.!?1 -V-
T?
PLEASE X ONE COLUMN ÔNLŸ |
oAwii#
FCÂGSHiP KÂST î NÈATER
fLâgsHIp  Râst-------------------
FIÂGSHÎP PROJECT
ŸMcA 5 8 PRACTICE---------
c â Më f Ir ë  AftTs c Hô ô C ' ■
FtÂÔSNIËËRÔJËCÎ
FLÂGsUiPTÜîôRIMô--------
ËtÂôsHIFËôlïRŸ----------
FCAÔSNÎPÂRT-----------------
C À M P F iR Ë Â F T « C im ~
Aô Ol t Sà s Rët b à Ll---------
FlAG SHIPkÂSTTHËÀÎlR
FLÂQSHIPpRÔJiCT----------
ËLAGSHiP PÔETRy"
PLâ q s HIë Râ s t ---------------
vMc a  w  p r a c t ic ë
s c ô ü î s g Ir L"-----------------------
c AMp FIr ë â ë îS c Hô ô L--------
ÿ ô ü tHHô Me s ----------------------
FLAGSHiP PROJECT 
FtÂGSHIPÂRf--------------------
fCâ g sHIp t ü t ô r In ô -----------
c AMPf Ir ë â f v s c Hô ô L--------
FlÂGSUiP Ër ô J e c t
FlAGSNiFÂRT----------------------
ymcA s i  PRÂcaëë
___
/& L  ------------
i ? / î _____
. »!v/ .̂£/je/“rt.c —
--------
M̂ ïli P'*«
o
-N i
FRANKLIN
m
i , PLEASE CHECK ONE COLUMN ONLY | 1 1
tlflCATJONÿ CAMCEi?.NCO « S y U 0 i ^ ) f f î { n ! ? ^ R < 3 A N ! U T 1 O N » M 8 S 8 f i ^ ^
itrU / - / 5 1 V  “  0  1 "L  1 X i ^ t U J r i y y . !  % 0 , 6 .
/fn J — /!* .y V - li/J  C tid  
—  Q *L f . rSuiV'c’ i l ___
_ / - / 7 U 3 o ^ ï ,  | / , ^ i X / 4 1 L X . U 3  6 S
I I Ü ü ïC 'b  J S l . r /V o c ? } ! V ! X
ïv i /y ^ a j ^ 3 I S . / J </ Jw -  £• 1
n
V
l' îU 1 I ï _ l  “J O J - lS X r n c  ly
1* T IT 1
m - ' . r i * : : - . . 5u « / q ,‘J ___
ô * _ a iL -_ M U î* ç -^ ,
i r  3-t? y - 3 , 3 0 A -S ! X A'rtivvi..^ f? j ?
l'JL' / - 2 / y - S ;  3 c . / • 5 i X *t'< »S
LUi». _ l 5 f j ^  6 k .  i W l *  f it ; '  
- 2 S ^  SfetjJfiüfj
( '4  ( J  ‘5 f l ± ' , < t ^ l i
/ - a ] y ^ 5 j o _ / • S | X /V<î ( v '  ^3 £*/9
l ^ i 1 - ; z s y  ~  6 * . : z  1 X 13  f f
m - C ^ r ' .X S - h z o V 1
X /. /  '(
.  L L U U a k j - I z ^ Ç r /■ .s* X i.iMi». B / ?
UÇJ ...... »  N y r j v t . - h / - 2 6 A s A f î f ( 0 ' i * . / 3
11?^
-6iM a!> . W h if  fy f s c '
_ l" ^ C a — X .  . . .
V _ .A jc .S L  _ V X ^ V ïlK » /iJ  A j ^ -r 'l'* L C .* -t
m — u - z i / • 5 X
n l à J ' 2 ^ 6 '.3 o  -  7 ’i t? 3
m M t4 .+ c4 « •1 * y - . ' î î . ^ r i / . 5 J  r ? f ?  '
i
1
*
__
;________________
I z z
i
!'
i 1 1
! .  . . . i _________ 1
1 1
1 1
1 :
1 j ____  _  _______  _____________
1 !
j  ............ ' 1
1 ... 1 O
00
Page 2
02-01-99 TO 02-29-99 FRANKUN
0 ^
1/29/99
PLEASE X ONE COLUMN ONLY
‘i  -, Location CONTACT PERSON DATE START TIMÉ Mr s CbMPlËfÉD
765 020 FRC ARMSTRONG. STUART 2/1/99 3 00:00 PM 3 y<___
633 02Ô MÜSIC KiRSCHLŸNN 2/1/99 3:30:00 PM 15 2 ! ^ __
9ÎÔ Ô20 LOCKÉR RMS LEVVÂNbOWSki JÜLI 2/Î/99 3:30:00 PM i.5 Y---- ^ —
907 Ô20 GYM lËwÂMbÔwski JULI 2/Î/99 3:ÔÔÔÔPM i
775 02Ô GŸM MiLLÊR, ROGER 2/Î/99 '6:3Ô:bÔ PM V5 ...Y "
iÔ9Î 020 SÔNTÀQ JiM 2/1/99 4:0i:b0PM 2 , V.-.
765 02Ô FRC ARMSTRONG. STÜÂRT 2/2/99 3ÔÔÔ0PM 3 ■ ■ V
908 02ÔMÜSic LËWÂNbÔWSkI JÜLI 2/2/99 33ÔÔÔ PM 15
9Î4 Ô2ÔLÔCKÈRRMS LËWÂNbÔWSki JULi 2/2/99 3:30 bÔ PM 5.45 ----- )7 --
907 02ÔGYM LËWÂNbÔWSkI JULI 2/2/99 3:Ô0:ÔÔPM i
9Ô9 Ô2ÔÜB LËWÂNbÔWSki JULi " 2/2/99 3:30 bÔ PM i.5
y
ÜÔ2 “ Ô20GYM ‘ NÜGËNf JiM “ 2/2/99 6 29:bÔPM i 5 2  %
ÎÔ86 Ô20 GYM WILLIAMS RÔBiN 2/2/99 4:30:00 PM "i.5
765 Ô2Ô FRC ÂRMSTRÔNG.'STÜÂRT 2/3/99 3 Ô0:ÔÔ PM 3
85Î 020 GYM EVANS Rick 2/3/99 êôib opM i 5
833 Ô2Ô MÜSiC KiRSCHLYNN
lÈ wÀN bôwskIJüLr
2/3/99 3:30:ÔÔ PM i.5
9Ô7 Ô20GYM ' 2/3/99 3:00:05 PM * i Y
9Ô9 Ô2ÔÜB LËWÂNbÔWSki JÜLI- ' 2/3/99 3:30:00 PM i 5
— y ------
9ÎÔ Ô2ÔL0CkÊRRMS LËWÂNbÔWSki JÜLI “ 2/3/99 3:3Q:ÔÔ PM "1 5 =7
775 ' Ô2ÔGYM MIlLËR, ROGER 2/3/99 6:30:55 PM "i 5 ~ Y  —  ---
i09Î 020 SÔNTÀQ JiM 2/3/99 4:01:55 PM i.5
957 Ô2Ô GYM IHôm sên  s Hàrôn 2/3/99 5:30:55 PM i
765 Ô2ÔFRC ARMSTRONG. STÜÂRT 2/4/99 2:50:55 PM 4
B8Ô Ô2d GYM CÂMiLLi CHRIS 2/4/99 6:30:55 PM i 5 y
l i i è Ô20 GYM h ü îc Hësô n  brÿân 2/4/99 4:01 OOPM i.5
9Ô7 Ô2Q GYM LËWÂNbÔWSki JüLi " 2/4/99 3:00 56 PM i
V I
914 Ô2Ô LockÊR RMS LËWÂNbÔWSki JÜLI 2/4/99 3:30 5b PM 0.45
908 ’ Ô2ÔMÜSÎC LËWÂNbÔWSki JULI 2/4/99 '3 :30;5 o PM 15
765 02Ô FRC ARMSTRONG. STÜÂRT 2/5/99 3:55:00 PM 3 ...J k —
iÜ 6 Ô2Ô GŸM HÜTCHÈSÔN BRŸÂN 2/5/99 4:51 :Ô0 PM i 5
9Ô8 Ô2ÔMÜSiC LËWÂNbÔWSki J ü i r 2/5/99 ' 3:30:55 PM i.5
907 Ô2Ô GYM LËWÂNoôwski JÜLr “ 2/5/99 3:00:00 PM 1
774 Ô20 GYM MILLER. RÔGËR 2/5/99 6 3055 PM 3
__
'y
765 02ÔFRC Arm strong , stüârt 2/8/99 3:55 55 PM 3
633 Ô2Ô MÜsiC KiRSCHLŸNN " *2/8/99 3:30 00 PM i.5
9ÎÔ Ô20 LOCKÊR RMS LËWÂNbÔWSki JÜLI 2/6/99 "3:30:55 PM i.5
9Ô7 Ô2Ô GŸM LËWÂNDÔWSkiJÜLi~ 2/8/99 3:55 65 PM i
775 Ô2ÔGYM MILLER. ROGËR 2/8/99 6:30:00 PM i.5 _ 1 ...
s :
'HI J ,  dRdANIÊATi#,;OTÿ: * IHcjbEMt r eport  
CAMPFIRE Aft/school
FÎÂGSHjPKÂST THEATER 
FLÂGSHiP KÂST
FLÂGSliiP PROJECT------------
ŸMCÂ 5-6 PRACTICE 
KiWÂNiSB/B
CÂMPFiRËÂFT/SCRÔÔf”" "
FlÂGSHiPÂRT 
FLÂGSHiP TÜÎÔRiNÔ 
FIÂGSHÎP PROJECT 
FLÂGSHiP PÔËTRŸ 
KiWÂNiS B/B
kiWÀNiSB/B ”
CÂMPFIRÉÂFT/SCHÔÔL--------
ÂDÜltBÀSkÉtBÂU------------
FLÂGSHiP KÂST THEATER
FtÂGSHiPPRÔJÊCT------------
FEÂGSHiPPÔÊÎRŸ--------------
FLÂGSHiP Râ s t -----------------
YMCÂ 5-6 PRÂCTiCE
kiWÂNiSB/B----------------------
SCOÜÎS GlRL '
CÀMPFÎRË ÂFT/SCHÔÔL
ŸÔÜTHHÔMES ...................
kfwANis BÀskEîBÀLL" ■
FLÂGSHiP PROJECT 
FLÂGSHiP TÜÎÔRiNÔ 
FLÂGSHiP ÂRf
CÂMPFiRÊ ÀFÎ/SCHÔÔT------
kiWÂNiS ËÀSkETBÀLL 
FLÂGSHiP ÂRT
FIÂGSHÎP ËRÔJÈCf-------
ŸMCÂ 5 6
CÂMPFiRÊ ÂFT/SCHOOL’ 
FLÂGSHiP kÂSfTHÊÀTÊR 
FLAGSHiP kÂST 
FlÂGSiiiP PRÔJÊCf 
ŸMCA5-ëPRÀCTiCÊ
O(O
02 01-99 TO 02-29-99 FRANKLIN 1/29/99
(
1 1 1 1 ■ " 1 1 PLEASE X ONE COLUMN ONLY I
f ___locatiom___ CONTACT PERSON 
KiRSCHLŸNN
DATE START TIME. MRS QOWLETEO CANCEL YES CANCEL NQ ORGANIZATION . . ,  y: INCIDENT REPORT
633 Ô2Ô MÜSIC 2/17/99 3:30.00 PM 1.5 FLAGSHiP KAST THEATER
907 Ô2Ô GYM LËWÀNDOWSKÎ M i 2/Î7/99 3 00:00 PM i > FLÂGSHiP PROJECT---------------
gib 020 LOCKER RMS lËWÂNdÔWSKiMI' 2/17/99 3:30 ÔÔ PM i s ------ - - FLÂGSHiP KÂST
909 Ô2Ô Lie LEWANDOWSklMI' 2/Î7/99 3:3Ô:Ô0PM i.5 ■ y ........ FlÂGSiiiP PÔËTRŸ--------------
77S 020 GYM MIlLÈR. ROGER 2/i 7/99 6:30:bb PM i 5 ■ ■ ■ YMCÂ 5 6 PRÂCTiCE
1091 020 SON TAG JiM 2/17/99 i.d ibdpM i.5 y KiWAiiiS B/B
957 020 GYM 1H0MSËN Si lÂRÔN 2/17/99 5:3d:bbPM i SCÔÜtS GiRL
765 020 FRO ARMSTRONG. STÜART 2/i 8/99 3:bd:bb PM 3 CÂMPFiRÊ ÂFf/SCHOOL
Ü23 020 GYM BLACK SUE 2/iê/99 ë.ôi.ôôPM i ............ FRC PiË FÈSf
i098 020 GYM BLÂCKSÜÉ »iB/99 6:3b:bb PM 3 CÂNCËL FRC FÂM FÜN PiË FÉSt
680 02b GYM CÂMiLLi cHRis 2Hë/99 6:30:00 PM i.5 X  ’ CÂNCËL ŸÔÜtH HOMES ■ 'i l  (6 020 GYM iiÜtCÜÈSÔN BRŸÂfî 2/18/99 4:Ôi:bdPM i 5 X KiWÂNiS ËÂskËtBÂLL
908 020 MUSIC LËWÂNDÔWSKi JULi 2/i 8/99 3:3b:ÔÔ PM i.5 FlÂGSiiiP ÂRf
944 biolbCKER RMS lËwÂNDbvvskI Mi 2/16/99 3:3Ô:0Ô PM 0.45 FlÂGSiiiP TüfôR iN ô-----------
907 020 GYM Lew andow skI JüLi 2/ië/99 3ÔÔbdPM i x FlÂGSiiiP PROJECT--------
Ü24 020 GYM san d ëLLcàrL 2/i 8/99 7:b2:bd PM 2 ÂüËbPiË&Pl
765 020 FRC ÂRMSiRONG. STÜÂRT 2/i 9/99 3ÔÔ:0b PM 3 CÂMPFiRÊ Ârt/SCHÔÔL~
1116 020 GYM liÜiCÜÊSbN BRYÂN 2/i9/99 4:bi bbpM i.5 kiwÂNis bâskëtbâLl ............
906 02b MUSIC LËWÂNbÔWSki M i 2/19/99 3:3b bÔPM i.5 ■ FlÂGSiiiPÂilt * ----------
907 020 GYM LËwÂNboiAiskiJüü 2/Î9/99 3:bb:Ô0 PM 1 .. FlÂGSiiiP PROJECT
774 02b GYM MlilÊR, ROGER 2/19/99 6:30 ÔÔ PM 3
i; .
ŸMCÂ 5 6 PRÂCiiCÉ
765 020 FRC ARMSTRONG. STÜÂRT 2/22/99 ' 3:00:00 PM 3 XT CÂMPFiRÊ ÂFt/SCilÔÔC
633 020 MUSIC kÎRSCÜLYNN 2/22/99 3:3Ô:ÔÔ PM i.5 y r FlÂGSiiiP KÂST TiiËÂTËR
9Ô7 020 GYM LËWÂNbÔWSki M l 2/22/99 ' ÔiÔb ÔOPM i y FlÂGSiiiP RRôJËcf---------
gib 020 LOCKER RMS LËWÂNbÔWSki jULI 2 /2 2 /9 9 3:30:60 PM i.5 V FlÂGSiiiP kÂST ----------
775 020 GYM ' MÜ-LER. RÔGËR 2/22/99 6 3Ô:bb PM i s y YMCÂ 5-6 PRÂCtiCË ‘
iobi 020 SONTÂG JiM 2/22/99 ÂbibÔPM 2 V kiwÂNis B/B
765 020 FRC ARMSTRONG, STÜÂRT 2/23/99 ibbboPM 3 y CÂMPFIRÊ ÂFf/SCiiÔbL "
914 020 LOCKER RMS LEWANDOWSKI JULI 2/23/99 3:30 od PM 045 FlAGSiiiP TÜfbRiNÔ
909 020 LIB LËWÂNbÔWSki JüLi 2/23/99 3:30 bÔPM i.5 y FlÂGSiiiP PÔËTRŸ ■
907 020 GYM LËwÂNbôwskiJüLI 2/23/99 3 bd 00 PM i FlAGSiiiP PROJECT.............
906 ■ Ô20 MUSIC LËWÂNbÔWSki JÜLI 2/23/99 3 30 06 PM i S y FlÂGSiiiP ÂRf'
1102 020 GYM NÜGËNf JiM 2/23/99 6:29 bOPM i s KIWANIS B/B
pÂo6^feii1086 020 GYM WiLLlÀMS RÔBiN 2/23/99 4:30 Ob PM 15 X KIWANIS B/B jL  
CÂMPFIRÊ ÂFt/SCiiÔÔL765 020 FRC ÂilMStRÔNG. STÜÂRT 2/24/99 3 0666 PM 3 y
651 020 GYM EVANS Rick 2/24/99 è bi o o pM 15 A bülf BASKETBALL
833 020MilSiC kiRSCÜLYNM 2/24/99 3 30 00 PM 1 5 ' / rlAGSilIP KAST lllÊÂTER
909 020 LIB LËWANbOWSki JULi 2/24/99 3:30:00 PM 15 " f ' FLÂGSHiP PÔÈtRY
02*01*99 TO 02-29-99 FRANKLIN 1/29/99
1 1 1 1. 1 PLEASE X ONE COLUMN ONLY 1
# LOCATION c o n t a c t  per so n DATE START TIME MRS cpM PLËtÉbTë4NcËPŸ#::CÂHG^L No o h o À H i ^ i i ô p n ^ g i r lyçibË N f REPORT
Î09Î 020 SONTAG JIM 
ARMSTRONG, STÜÂRT 
LÈWÂNÜÔWSKÎ JüLi
lëwàndôÿvskI jü LI
2/8/99 4:01:00 PM 2 KIWANIS B/Bm 020 FRC 2/9/99 3:00:00 PM 3 CAMPFIRE AFT/SCHOOL
907 020 GYM 2/9/99 3:00:00 PM 1 FLAGSHIP PROJECT
9Î4 020 LOCKER RMS 2/9/99 3:30:00 PM 045 FLAGSHIP TUTORING
908 020 MUSIC Lêw ân d ow sk I J ülI 2/9/99 3:30 00 PM î 5 X
.
FLAGSHIPART
909 020118 LËWÀNOÔWSKIJÜLI 2/9/99 3:30:00 PM i.5 ' - FlÂGSiiiP POEÎRY ” ..........
1102 020 GYM NUGENT JIM 2/9/99 6:29:00 PM 15 > KIWANIS B/B .............
1086 020 GYM WILLIAMS ROBIN 2/9/99 4:30:00 PM 1.5 kIWÂNiS B/B
765 020 FRC ARMSTRONG. STÜART 2/10/99 3:00:00 PM 3
—  1^—
CÀMPFIRÈ ÂFT/SCHÔÔL
851 020 GYM EVANS RICK 2/10/99 8:01:00 PM 1.5 ■ X " ÂDÜLT BÂSKËTBÂLL
833 Ô2Ô MUSIC KIRSCH LYNN 2/10/99 3 30 00 PM 1.5 X FLÀGSIÎIP kÂST THËÂTËR
907 020 GYM LEWANDOWSKI JULI 
LËWÂNDÔWSKi JÜLI 
LËWÂNbÔWSki JüLi
2/10/99 3:00:00 PM 1 X FLAGSHIP PROJECT ......
9ÎÔ Ô2Ô LOCKER RMS 2/10/99 3:30:00 PM 1.5 Y  . FLAGSHIP KAST9Ô9 020 Lie 2/10/99 3:30:00 PM 1.5 FLÂGSHIP POETRY
775
1091
020 GYM 
020
MILLER, ROGER 
SONTÂG JiM
2/10/99
2/10/99
6:30:00 PM 
4:01:00 PM
1.5
1.5 - ■ -
ŸMCA 5-6 PRACTICE 
kIWANiS B/B ‘ ....... ...
. . . .
957 020 GYM ÎHÔMSËN SHÂRÔN 2/10/99 5:30:00 PM 1 'Y SCOUTS GIRL
765 020 FRC ÂRMSTRÔNG. STÜÂRT 2/11/99 2:00:00 PM 4 y ..... CÂMPFiRÊ ÂFT/SCHÔÔL
660 020 GYM CAMILLI CHRIS 2/11/99 6:30:00 PM 1.5 K ... VÔÜTHHÔMËS .....................
1116
907
020 GYM 
Ô20 GYM
liÜfCHESÔN BRYÂN 
LËWÂNbÔWSki JÜLI 
LËWÂNDÔWSKI JÜLI '  
LËWÂNbÔWSki JÜLI -  
ÂRMSTRÔNG. STÜÂRT
2/11/99
2/Ü/99
4:01:00 PM 
3:ÔÔ:ÔÔ PM
15
' i
/ c- -  ' -------------  ------ -------------------- klWÂNlS BÂSKËTBÂLL FLÂGSHIP PRÔJËCT -----------... ---------------
9H
9Ô8
020 LOCKER RMS
Ô2Ô M usic
2/Ü/99
2/Ü/99
3:30:00 PM 
3:3000 PM
0.45 
i 5 ÿ" -......... - — ....... ........
FLÂGSlilP TÜfÔRiNG 
FLÂGSÜiPÂRT -------------------- ---------- ------
765 Ô2Ô FRC 2/12/99 3:00:00 PM 3 'X CÂMPFiRÊ ÂFÎ/SCHÔÔL"........
1116 020 GYM liÜfCMËSÔN BRYÂN 2/12/99 4:01:00 PM 15 kfwÂNls Bâsk ëtbâLl
907 020 GYM LËWÂNbÔWSki JÜLI 2/12/99 3:00:00 PM 1 y FLÂGSHiP PROJECT
908 020 MUSIC LEWANDOWSKI JULI 2/12/99 3:30:00 PM 1 5 y FLÂGSHiP ÂRT
774 020 GYM MILlËR, RÔGËR 2/12/99 6:30:00 PM 3 Y ....... ŸMCÂ 5-6-PRÂëfl6Ë 
HoLIbÂŸ PRESibËNfffOÂV740 020 VAGNER, MARY 2/15/99 8:00 00 AM 15
765 020 FRC ARMSTRONG, STUART 2/16/99 3:00:00 PM 3 y CAMPFIRE AFT/SCHOOL
9Ô7
914
9Ô9
020 GYM
020 Lo c k er  r m s  
020 LIb
LEWANDOWSKI JULI 
LËWÂNbÔWSki JÜLI ' 
LËWÂNbÔWSki m r 
LËWÂNbÔWSki JÜLr
2/Î6/99 
2/j 6/99 
2N6/99
3:00:00 PM 
3:3Ô:dÔ PM 
3:30 00 PM
1
Ô.45
i.5
'-y
— ------------------ ---- ---------------
FLAGSHIP PROJECT 
FlÂGSiiiP TÜTORiNQ" 
FLÂGSHiP PÔËTRŸ —--- ----------
908 020 MUSIC 2/16/99 3:30 00 PM 1.5 FLAGSHIPART
1102
ioae
020 GYM 
""  020 GYM
NUGENT JIM 
WILLIAMS RÔBiN
2/16/99
2/16/99
6:29:00 PM 
4:3Ô ÔD PM
1.5 
i 5
KIWANIS B/B 
klWÂNlS B/8
765 020 FRC ARMSTRONG. STÜÂRT 2/17/99 3 00:00 PM 3 CAMPFIRE AFT/SCHOOL
851 02Ô GYM EVANS RICK 2/17/99 B:0i:0ÔPM i.5 ÂbÜLT BÂSKËTBÂLL....... ..........
02 01 99 TO 02-29-99 FRANKLIN 1/29/99
1 1 1 1"  1 1 PLEASE X ONE COLUMN ONLY ■■
« Location CONTACT PERSON DATE START TIME MRS çoMPLÉtEb cANcèCVes  cancel No ORGANIZATION.;^.^;!; incident REPORT
910 020 LOCKER RMS LËWÂNDÔWSKi JÜLI 2/24/99 3:30:00 PM 1.5 FLAGSHIP KAST
907 020 GYM LÊWÂNDbVirëklJÜU 2/24/99 3:00:05 RM i ------- y — FLÂGSHiP PRÔJËCT
775 020 GYM MILLËR. ROGER 2/24/99 6 30:00 PM i.5 V/ YMCA 5-6 PRACTICE
1091 020 SONTAG JIM 2/24/99 4:Ôi:ÔÔPM i.5 K KIWANIS B/B
957 020 GYM MIOMSEN SHARON 2/24/99 5:30:00 PM 1 y SCOUTS GIRL
765 020 FRC ARMSTRONG. STÜÂRT 2/25/99 2:00:00 PM 4 >' CÂMPFiRÊ ÂFT/SCHÔÔL..........
BBO 020 GYM CAMILLI CHRIS 2/25/99 6:30:00 PM 1.5 YOUTH HOMES
1116 020 GYM MÜrCHËSÔNBRYÂN 2/25/99 4:01:00 PM i s KiwÂNis BÂSKÊTBÂir-----------
907 020 GYM LËWÂNbÔWSki jÜLl 2/25/99 3:00:00 PM 1 FLAGSHIP PROJECT
914 020 LOCKER RMS LËWÂNDÔWSKi JÜLI 2/25/99 3:30:00 PM 0.45 s FLAGSHIP TUTORING
906 020 MUSIC LËWÂNDÔWSKi JüLi 2/25/99 3:30:00 PM i s ..... FLÂGSHiP ÂRf
765 020 FRC ARMSTRONG. STUART 2/26/99 3:00:00 PM 3 X CÂMPFiRÊ ÂFT/SCHÔÔL1116 020 GYM HUTCHESON BRYAN 2/26/99 i01:Ô0 PM i.5 X KIWÂNIS BÂSKËTBÂLL
-907 020 GYM LËWÂNbÔWSki JÜLI 2/26/99 3:00:00 PM 1 Te — FLÂGSHIP PRÔJËCT..................
908 020 MUSIC LËWÂNDÔWSKi JÜLl 2/26/99 3:30:66 PM 1.5 FlÂGSHiPÂRT
------- ... — . .
774 020 GYM MiLlER. RÔGËR 2/26/99 6:30:00 PM 3 j k
........ — -
— - -•
YMCÂ 5 6 PÂ Â ëfiC Ë^ j
----------- — ..
- -
■ - ---. . . . .
—  ■ -..............
■ -  ■
' ' - -- . . . . .
N)
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